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41)."ial r. car. if. • 
ih-ro fr,"ri s
• r. v. Tobin. of the arta or a Tobin & hisemst 
rtturned fro., the oat wher
purchoed a full and comet te 'Inc flne woolen for liprI
eg Styl s Parties nee
thing la that line would do well h. c aod 
eirah. a I ..rene. • g olseNs .
Bargains, Bargains.
EldRfilla Sale For The Nut 30 Days.
In Order to Make Room tor Spring G
oods!
Prices Rrgartii?ss of Cos-&
WILL NOT BE UNDASOLD BI ANYBODY
MORRIS COHEN,
Shyer's Corner - - lic pkinsville, K.v.
Prescription Drug Store,
 CAIT. ER'S. 
Here you will find a pure as: ortment of the
BEST DRUGS
to be had in this or any city. and prescriptions are com-
pounded hyliraduate Pharmacists. Also a 11.1l line Of -
the leading
Patent Medicines
kept on hand. A complete line of Toilet Articles and
Stationery,
Pure Old Whisla;-s, F twig's and Domesti : Wince
6,16 medical purposes always kept on hand,
MS,
waselOal•
BRYANT le STRATTON BUSINESS COLLEGE
Beak Kaspitag. Masse Haw t. Telnerapag, dte.LOUISVILLE, KY,Write par catalegae 44111a tarirriessielow.
Robt. Wooldridge,
LIVERY FEED AND SALE STABLE1
NINTH STREET' NEAR DEPOT, HOPKI
NSVILLE, KY.
Sate heroes anti elegant turuouts. Patronage 
of commercial trattrelem
erelleited.
afirA leo orders taken for coal.
NAT GAITHER, Manager 
JAMES WEST, Salesman
PLANTERS WAREHOUSE
The Nat Gaither Co., Proprietors.
Tobacco Commission Merchants.
HOPKINSYILLE. - KENTUCKY.
jar Vour months free Storage to planters.




HOPKINSVILLE, KY. R. R. ST. BET. 10th a
nd Ilth.
Careful attention gi ea to sampling and selling 
all tobacco consignei to us. Liberal ad-
vances made on tobacco hi store. awed (martens 
for teams and teamsters. All tobacco in-
sured sakes otherwise ID/Riveted.
Central... Tobaccv.Warehouse3
llopkinsville, Kentucky,
H. H. ABERNATHY, Proprietor.
Peraonal attention paid to sampling and selling tobac
co




IMPLEMENT & SEE LP STORE
We (rich to eall tbe lipeclui Attention of Farmers, to o
ur hamenee stock of
Plows, wagons, Daggies and Souls,
Guaranteed to be First-Class.
Blount's True-Blue Cast Steel Plows,
dotal. Bend Chilled Plows.
Hellsean's Cast Steel and Chilled Plows,
Avery's Steel and Chilled Plows
NOTICE.
The wood renowned Deering Client Mow-
ers cutting 5, 6 and 7 feet. The cheapest and









Buggy and Wagon Harness,
Saddles and Bridles,
Engines, Threshers and stackers.





Shervrin-Williams, Mixed Patios, Fauall;








We defy any implement house In the United 
States, to heat the shove line of err
made close to home. and we keep a full stork of 
repairs for att. W e moot cordially IL





THE ' :171E gre#Ig
lii*!fsN• ,1 ,E1?i„
1,17 AlCiATT, M. D.
MN is New end Master,y Medical Treatise, and 
Indispensable to every YOUNC, MIDDLE.
•CE D. sad DLO MAN aim is suffering from 
Weakness, Languor, Loos of Memory, Bashfulness.
Vetoes...tea a Spirits, Liver Complaint, !Amman of the 
Kidneys, and all dimities deuendent
Adaddarkiassassa. Vies. Liposome*, Nervoas Debility, 
Vital Yshaustloo, *rid
THE ERRORS oFYOUTH AND MANHOOD.
Rend hi Nether, gilt. Pviee, oely one dolla
r, by mail, ensied in plain wrepp
er,.posipsid,
enasiDENTIAL Adjo... }Issas lor !loser, N. D., No. 
Columbus Avenue, or r. 0 1101
3.102. B011,011. Mass. Pretatory Lecture with tumorous 
testimonials from high sources, free to all.
This la the may [LIM T RO-MEDICO NilYSIOLOCY 
ever published, and is sbeolutely cowirieto
sea nodes& It is invasiabir to all &Me
ted, esti roaches the very roots sod vitals of disease.
Yee ell Diseases of Men. by the distinguished mother,
II as aT le: Meer, De Imam. oliCOVERED
THE ELIXIR OW Loll AND THE TRUE is.
111111C1 OW MANHOOD. 027 br, Cense MBE le
itteletest ermadence.is penson er by letter,st S'.:eetro-
Medico infirmary ,No..181 Colum bits A• ,Boeiou, !Am
I NEASID A VOIOZ0 IT SAID, "COWL AND 1111.6..'"
nP ,dertt r.antioro,
Kit A NI ILI.IoN 1)1sTI:1111..TEIL
- 7e.
If
',Jo 1 1, LIM)
Incorporated bo the IA-gii.lat ore in DIM, for
Eduent tonal and Charitable pUrpomcm, and ita
rrallChINS• part of the present Statc
•olistitotion, in la70, I)) an 0) erwhelming
,"pular v..te.
Ds MANI MoTH Dit.kWINGs take place
aemi-Annually. June am: 1..-ei-mber,' and
its ORAND SINOLE NUNIBER DRAW-
INGS take plitee In each of theother ten
)))))) ths of the year. and are alldrawn in
public. at the .5caderny of NIusic.New Os-
eans, La.
FAi•ED FOR ,TWENTY YEARS, -
For Integrity of its Drawings, and
Prompt Payment of Prizes,
Attested as follows:
"We do hereby' certi fy that we supervise the
arrangements for all the monthly and Seini-
A nn ual Drawings of The Louisiana State Lot-
tery C pany, and In Iverson menage and
control the Drawings themselves. unit that
the same are condueted with honesty, fair-
ness, and In good fait h toward all parties, and
we authorize the Company to use this certifi-
cate. with fac-similes of our signatures. at-
tached in its advertleementa."
afrifef-t4
Commissioner.)
We the undersigned Hanka and 14.118.1.
will pay all Prizes drawn In The OUIPI11118
State Lotteries which may la preaented al
our counter...
R. N. WAsasanze, Pres. Louisiana Nat. Bk.
Plaafte LAsAux, Pres. State Nat'l
A. &snow's, Pres. New Orleans Nat'l Bk
CARL liotIN, Pres. Union National Bank
Grand Monthly rrawing,
At the Academy of Music. New Orleans,
Tueaday, April 15, 1.480.
CAPITAL PRIZE, $300 000.
i00,000 Tickets at P.M: Halves I10; quarters
$5; Tenths $2; Twent let hs SI.
LIST or PRIzEs.
1 PRIZE OF t300,000 is
1 " of 100,i1111) is.
1 " 50,00`
1 " or 25,0110 Is
2 PRIZES of 111,000 are
5 " of 5.0100 are
" of 1,0IS0 are
Mu " of 504 are.
" of 3110 are











A PPROX M ATION PRIZES.
100 Prizes of $500 are 50,030
100 " of :400 are . 30,000
ISO " of 200 are    111,01.*
T,ERMINAL PRIERS.
SSP 100 are ) 914,0410
900 " 100 are ) 149.910
3,134 Prizes, amounting to itmsesee
Nove.-Tickets drawing Capital Prizes are
not entitled to terminal Prizee.
AGENTS WANTED.
rer-F". I'Ll" RATKPI, or any further in-
formation dealred, write legibiy to the under-
signed, clearly stating your residence, with
State, (*minty, Street and Number. More
rapid return mall delivery will be assured by
your enclosing an Envelope bearing your full
address.
IMPORTA . T.
Addreica M. A. DAUPHIN.
New Orleans. La..
or M. A. I) at'PH IN
Waahington, 14.C.
By ordinory letter, coot/tiding Money Order
Issued by all Express Companiea, New York
Exchange, Draft or Poeta) Note.
ADDRESS RZOISTERILD LETYMRS • °STAIN-
ING CURRENCY TO
NEW ORLEANS NATIONAL BANK,
New Orleans, La.
"REMEMIRR, that the payment of Prizes
GVAR.ANTEF:1) BY FOI'R NATIONAL
BANKS or New Orleans. anti theTteketa are
slimed by tbe President of an Institution,
whole chartered rights are recognized in the
highest Courts; therefore. twwareLLI all 'mita-
t ions or anonymous schemes."
T.LAR Is the price of the smalleat
part or fraction of a Ticket ISSUED BY US
n any Drawing. Anything in our nsme of-
erred for less then 8 boiler is& swindle.





Next Door tO Front Entrance to
Court House,
dopkir sville - •
FOR RENT-Desirable house and lot on
7th street near South Ky. College.
House and lot on Bryan Street. near Clay.
A house, large lot and cabins on Seventh
steeet, near South Kentucky College.
5 room house on Liberey street, /12 au per
month.
(-ITT PROPERTY FOR "ALE.
3),.• acre lot on South side Princeton Street
-One of the finest residence locations In the
city. A great bargain.
Five lo scorner of Prineeten Street and
Jesup Avenue.
Cheap lots uear It, R. water tank.
The ice house property on 7th street neer
Princeton bridge. Will sell as a whole or
Iota.
The J. W. Daniels lot on Liberty street.
will be divided into 4 or inure Iota.
Property on north side 9th Street. near de-
pot in lots to suit. Good for residence, hotel
or business
One of the most desdrable residenees on east
7th street, large lot, 2 alley., room houre,
out-building*, etc. Price 58,170.
One of the largest and beet appointed reai-
lencee on South Main street, with atom
acre lot, at a bargain.
seven room house and all out W11.11144,
olstern and latr_g_e lot, all in splendid repair,
worth MAW. We offer for Irl.auti. Situated on
North Main street.
Four room house and lots5ozallfeet.on Mouth
Virginia street at r bargain
The One M. 1.ewis lot on Ninth street,
40).145 feet, can be di v ideal so MAIO Usake IS good
neatness Iota.
Lot On Seventh street adjoluing New Era
odic* very cheap.
Five room house •nd outbuildings nearly
new, w ith one of the floret lotion south Mai n
street. A bargain.
Acre lot with improvements nu south aide
Princeton street very cheap.
FARM PROPERTY
ft3h, acre farm 54i miles front HopkInsville,
on Palmyra road Flame 8 TOMOS:
barn and suable, Wid exchange for city
property, or seil cheap.
:tit/ acre farm at Oak Grove, Ky. One of the
best nod cheapest iarms souther* Ken-
tucky.
•iti acres timl-er 4 nil'es two st from Gar-
rettsburg. aapaelug Mrs, Mar ha KI ng.
1F2 acre nom near West Fork os P-nd
river. Good limestone laud awl a 1.148111011.
Fine= acre farm Taylor eouuty, Ky
miles II-0111 givai sell; tine
timber ; *Lone dweltiug; two teeement houses
and all out buildings. only $3,004
115 aere farm, on Sinking Fork bottom land,
well iJ.proved. adjoining farms of Junkie Jue
McCarroll. Finis Remdiaw and othens
A cheap so acre farm, .tupro,od, near
Pembrol. e.
Ilt1 acre. iand evist aide lox Mill road. near
city 11...Ita
lirl acre farm, finely Improved with splen-
did custom mill. WOOS focus Pembroke,
will sell at a hargain.
Fine farm of 34.1 acre'. adjoining Cerulean
Springs treat and extenalug to depot. Farm
well Improved, with IMO acres under g •oc1
feoce. with plenty of good titaber and water.
4 room house, two tenement..., barn, atablt
and orchard, Good for wheat, tobacco or
stock farin and at a bargain
filri acre farm near Garrettrourg. Land
Brat-clams and farm well improved. Every-
thing in good order. Price. $17,541s, ane-third
cash, balance! and 2 yean at 6 per cent.
Ito acres wain dwelling, barn, stables, wa-
ter and orchard. IC miles east from city, and
three miles from Furguiton's Store for SOD.
The ()sleet little tarns. 13O acres, writ un-
proved, on I. A. & T Rallroed, between Oak
Grove and Douglass Station, In Christilan
Co. Ky. Brick dwelling of 5 rot. tobiscco
barn. and will equal to any in t he Co.
UM acre farm known aa the 'Reuben
ger place, 2 tulles from Pembroke. One ca
the best improved farm. In the county and
land very Eine. • bargain offered la this
ProPerty•
The D. T. Carter 441 acre farm, one of the
finest In South Christian. Has every neces-
sary substanti•I impro‘ ement incieding or-
chard. One mile from Elmo and %ply three




t'..r.CLerk •if Court of Appeals.
Wv are ailt.hortzed to announce
GEORGE M A DDEN
...a candidate for Clerk of the Court of A p•
peals, subject to the action of the Demoers tic
nominating primary or convention.
We are authorised to announce
MR. JAMES H. MARTIN,
or rren eamiltiate for the office
of Clerk oi the Court of A {meals ol Kriltu,ky,
•u alert to the action of the Deumerso le part..
LAND FOR SALE.
210 times of laud near Belleviee
Ky., 110 ammo (leered, Hal ;terra well-
teniemed. This Meer ham geed im-
provement+ Ott it awl is Well-u tenet.
Is situated in a Kf )(HI 00d,
convenient to schools am. clitl oes,
and is Me utiles from (Macey, a Lome
on the 1. A. & *f., railroad. For
further particular!. apply to,













formed into a se-
date city m r .
Only think of it!
Ready, old fel-
low. Off we gor
It was a sight
to stir one's slug-
gish blood-the
korely. towelling girl bounding lightly as
a mountain gazelle down the sloping hill-
side, through the sweet lush grass and
red Lost:Mel clover, a great black New-
found:end dog leaping and prancing at
her heck.
It was June in New Hameshire, and
the setting sun cast slanting shadows
teems the picturesque Chesterfield Mils,
totehing the far off tnountain peaks
with rem and gold, a shining aureole.
Dem! where the purple shadows were
.leepening and darkening lay s
lovely lake, gleaining like a great soft
opal csoi Mother Nature's breast.
At the foot of the hill, where ran the
dusty high road, Bruno made a sudden
tletcear from his young mistress' side, and
bounnine toward an alder thicket emitted
a home., sullen growl.
Vee, Lyndon stopped short, breathless
with ru wing. just as a handsome. fatal-
mnably • lad young fellow emerged from
the leaf! covert that had hidden him
:rem N
i :Mat movement he made, how-
ever, Brum) crouched directly in his path,
rerMy t it teeing. lashing his tail furi-
ously.. Lev We his fangs. and ever and
moon gi to a vicious snarl.
Tae nee 0-e...or turned pale under the
arternme I'm me of his handsome face.
•.: Well: on Me ugly brute, will you, Miss
innoeso ? I :mieve he would tear me in
pieces if I sw o to meet him alone."
A nus ot o smile curled the girl's
rad lip. It o • .4 plain to see that she
ratter molt, o I the situation.
-mem . es-behave yourself, sir!"
she ma. . • en a; hold of the dog's collar.
-Arent s tat ashamed of yourself? Now
take sereself toff!"
Tlte Minn i creature only slunk back
a few p • end Bat upon his haunches,
Marto, fermsously at the man and still
emitotee adieu growl from time to
erne
-ntrang that Bruno should have
.akc I such a dislike to you. Capt. Ilaz-
.1EL I nry.n• knew him to be so ravage
esitio any etre hefore."
'It tweeter little so long as the brute's
low-ety mi •re-rs does not share the antip-
athe."
Vera Lentlan's dimpled cheeks flushed
redeer that' ever, ant' the slender little
Windt she :wide an attempt
smoote down her wind ruffled hair,
t remitted perceptibly.
look arta tone were so expressive. No
wonder Lar sensitive heart gave a leap
aml her Films throbbed more quickly.
She wee air innocent, unsophisticated
eljNI. He- little world was bounded by
Moe rugged New Hampshire hills,
whire mho Lad lived her brief life of
eevanteen yeare with a widowed mother.
bee that world Capt. Digby Heaton
hit.' come unexpectedly some three
weeks before. Ile was stopping at the
muntruer hotel down on the simre of the
litt!.• lake. Accident had thrown the
yeueg roma: together in the first place.
Gf (mum. the gallent captain had made
meet use of his opportunities.
lle sots so different from the farluvra.
sens in the neighborhood, Vera could not
hip feeling pleased and flattered by his
attentioes. Su handsome, polished, and
well eiremon And yet some subtle in-
stinct warned her to beware of him.
e: was on my way to the farm house,
Wee" he said, smiling inte the girl's
blushing (acmes hest:eked his luxuriant
dirk  stache. -Is it true. the report
Mat hes just reached my eers, that you
are coitie away to-morrow for a long
vise?"
"Men Vera answered. "My grand-
mother, Mrs. Wallingford, whom I have
nevcr sow. has sent for me to come to
ItcseNt°trilt "the rich Mrs. Wallingford?"
She tlal not see the start of surprise :.e
gave. or the eager, questioning look that
leapt liac a flash into his bold black eyes.
"Yes-um grandmother is a very
seen ay wernan. I believe. Is it possible
Mot you know her. Capt. Haxtonr
"(merit last winter in Boston, and met
Walliligfonl once or twice," he
answer:el. in some confusion. "Isn't it
a Mlle strattee," ho added, after a pame,
"that you Muted be living in this out-of-
the-way place when you have a rich rela-
tive who might do so much for you?"
"0 grandmother never forgave her son
for rnarryieg my sweet mamma. She is
a proud, hanehm , selfish woman, I have
heen teld. Up tu the present time she
has teamed to hold any communication
with It was a great surprise when
she seat for me to come and visit her;
but InallInla thinks I had better go."
Digby Heston etood looking at the
lovely girl a moment, a curious glitter
in ma immutable dark (yes. She had
fairly lewitched hint with her pretty
face. It would not be a Ind stroke of
poliey to win the wealthy Mrs. Walling-
ford's granddaughter for his wife.
Suddenly he bent his handsOine head,
taking Veran trembling little hand in his
warm. stride; grasp.
"I shall mina you sadly. It won't seem
like the saute place when you are gone,"
he %shimmed, ardently.
A moment later he was imarin,g the
old. old story into her listening ear.
Vera thrilled and geivered under the
ardent gaze of those dangerous, dark
eyes. Of real. abiding loco she knew
Lext to nothing. What anrever she
might h:v.e made to his elequent plead-
Mg it is impoteibie to say. But all at
once Bruno shot past her with an angry
marl and sprang viciously at Ilaxton's
throat. He seemed terribly exasperated.
A short struggle ensued. It was all
Vera could do, by dint of alternate coax-
ing and threats, to induce the dog to re-
it-me his grip.
Capt. liaxton was livid with fear and
rage. But he made a mighty effort, and
oontrollbol himself. It would have done
him good to shoot the vicious brute, only
he did. not dare.
"Answer me, Vera," he entreated, fall-
ing tack a step out of harm's way.
"Don't let that snarling beast of a dog
keep back tho confession I long to hear.
Say that you love me and will become
my wife."
But the girl had experienced a sudden
revulsion of feeling. All at once she rdn
membered her gentle mother's warning
-for Mrs. Lyndon . had never liked or
trusted the hamlsome stranger. Surely
the instincts of the two who loved her
best could not be wholly astray.
"I-1-am so sorry, Capt. Marton,"
she faltered. "I shall always feel grate-
ful for your friendship. But it is use-
less thinking of any other relation.
Good-by. Mamma is waiting for me
and I must go."
With pale lips and cheeks she glided
past him, keeping firmly bold of Brunoa
collar, and turned into a footpath that
led toward a low red farm house, with a
straggling orchard stretching itway in
the rear.
Capt. Ilaxton's lips had fallen apart in
unfeignosi amazement. Ile had antici-
pated making an easy conquest of this
guilelees, simple hearted country girl.
"Curse the brute!" he broke out, with
a hissing. deep drawn breath. "But for
hitn, I believe, on my soul she would
have surrendered. I'll give him an ounce
of cold lead one of these days. Anil the
girl-with what an air alio declined my
offer (of marriage! An exmeienced belle
coneltat have done it more molly. But,"
a wicked smile creeping slowly Mena his
lips, "it will be a reversal of the usual
order if she slips through my fingers
now I have really made up my mind. !
Mrs. Wallingfordngranddaughter! Who
wciuln ham dreamed of finding such a
prize hero?'
Excitetuent brought hack Vera's ebb-
ing color 41,3 she flew down the narrow
path. She haol been deeply stirred. The
handsome ceplain was her first real
lover, and haul begun to figure largely in
her girlish dreams.
Now, atTatigo to say, she experienced
a sense of real relief that the matter had
been so unexpectedly decided.
"Dear old Bruno. you Bayed me from
making a storeys mistake, and I thank
you for it," sheexclaimed, stopping short
to wreathe her arms about his shaggy
neck.
The faithful creature lurked jayfully,
and begnn to jump and leap about her,
his ill temper entirely gone.
A slender, sweet faced woman stood
in the open farm house door.
"Your trunk is packed, dear," she
said, fondly Lissinglier daughter's cheek,
"and now we will have this lest evening
all to ourselves. I have put in my pearl
colored silk and that Flemish point. And
you shall limo me pearl brooch and the
braceletS tO
N",0e rha,.sta loitpol c
vered; her blue eyes
filled with team. She knew how highly
Mrs. Lyndon prized these treasures-her
only ones-and what it must cost her to
let them go. The silk•was her wedding
dress, the jewels a present from her dead
husband during tho happy period of
their honeymoon.
•"1 wash anted weineste offer," the gen-
tle lady said, with a suppressed sigh.
"Of course Mrs. Wallingford will think
your wardrobe shabby and old fash-
ioned, but we have done our best.
Vera, dear," with aeother deep breath,
"I do hope your visit will be the means
of softening the proud old lady's obdu-
rate heart. We are very poor-poorer
than you dream! And it is wicked to be
so hard and unforgiving. Your grand-
mother ought to do something generous
for her dead son's only child."
Vera affectionately kissed the thin,
wan cheek.
."I almost hate her for being so cruel
to you, little mother. Just loccause you
are only a' fanner's daughter! But I
will try to forget her injustice and win
her love for your sake."
Early next morning the lumbering
yellow stage coach drew up in the shad-
ow of the drooping elms growing beside
the farmhouse gate. This was a nonde-
script vehicle which made daily trips to
the nearest railway station, twelve miles
away, for the trensportation of passen-
gers and a limp Mather mail bag-limp
because the Chesterfield people were
never great letter writers, and there were
nd large business concerns to call forth
an extensive correspondence.
•Moing to visit your rich old grand-
mother, eh?" the genial driver Raid to
Vera, with the cordial familiarity of an
old friend. There are no family secrets
in these country towns, and the girl's
prospects had been discumed at nearly
every supper table for miles around, the
evening before. "It's high time she sent
for you. Her own flesh anti blood, as
ono might say, and she rolling in riches.
with only ono other relative in the world!
Now 1 hope she'll make amends by
adopting you and leaving you all her
money."
There was a tearful parting betemen
Vera and her mother; and at last the
former was well started on the twelve
mile journey over tho hills to the little
inland city where she would 'eke the
train for Boeton.
She reached her destination late in the
afternoon. The cab stopped before a
large house in the Beck Bay region,
which loomed grandly against the blue
gray sky.
Vera's heart beat quickly as she
climbed the stone steps and rang the bell.
A messenger boy came up just behind
her, bringing a yellow envelope.
Vera was conducted through a lofty
hall to a reception room whose gold
flecked walls, multitudinous mirrors,
carved chairs and costly bric-a-brac fair-
ly daxelsid her unaccustomed eyes.
A hot feeling of indignation went over
her as sae ;;azed around. How niany
comforts might have been purchmed for
her poor care burdened mother by the
money any one of .hese elegant trifles
must have cost!
But no! selfish, worldly Mrs. Walling-
ford had never forgiven her son's "low
marriage," 88 site was pleased to term
it. All these years, up to tho present
time, she had ignored the very existence
of his widow and orphan child.
"But for the hope of making my little
mother's last days pleasanter, I would go
away this minute!" Vera thought, her
eyes flashing, her breath coming thick
and hurried.
The "other relative" to whom the
stage driver had referred washer cousin
Viola Lyndon, a Baltimore beauty and
belle.
Vera had never seen Viola. Aa the
latter was rich in her own right, there
could be little community of feeling be-
tween the two. But, if justice were
done, they would share and share alike
in Mrs. Wallingford's large fortune.
"Though that is too much to expect,"
Vera told herself, "I shall be quite satis-
fied if grandmother settles a few thou:
sande, that will never be missed, on lit-
tle mamma. Then she oould enjoy life
a little and need not work so hard."
At that moment the rich portieres
draping an arch at the lower end of the
apartment were swept aside, and a strik-
ingly handsome young man canto toward
her with outatretcheel hands.
-You are Miss Lyndon." he said, in a
mellow voice. smiling down on her in a
way tliat instantly inspired a feeling of
coefidence aad trust. -Welcome to
Roselawn. I must, perforce. introduce
myself. I am Herbert Falconer. Of
course you Imre heard of me?"
Yes-though she had quite forgotten,
for the time being, that there was such
a person.
Mrs. Wallingforol had been married
and widowed twice. Herbert Falconer
was her Lust husband's nephew-there-
fore no relation of Vera'a. Now she dis-
tinctly recalleol having heard it rumored
that the young man was a great favorite
of Mrs. Wallington-Me, and had long re-
sided at Rostilawn.
"A telegram has just arrived from the
other blicsa Lyndon, your cousin," he
said, displaying the yellow envelope left
by the messenger boy. "Aunt Walling-
ford took a sudden whim to semi for you
both at the same time. Strange as it
sounds. she has never made the acquaint-
ance of either granolchad. She wishes to
judge between you, aid decide which
shall ler the heir, it may be," with a care-
leis laugh. "But your cousin mends word
tbat she has aeen unexpFtedly prevent-
ed from coming."
Vera lookt•t1 relieved she glanced
wistfully up to the youneenan's frank.
handsome face. She was (Mete sure Viola
must be proud and haughty. and had no
desire to meet her.
"May I go at once to grandmother's
r°°"mCe.:ria. inly. She doesn't expect you
until te-morrow, lout that makes no dif-
ference. Couto with me, pleam."
Three minutes later Vera was standing
before a wrinkled, yellow old woman in
black velvet. whosecola gray eyes keenly
scrutinized her from head to foot.
"You have the Lyndon look," Mrs.
Wallingford saitl. graciously, at length.
"I ant sure we shall get on very well to-
gether. I like your Meas. Such sim-
plicity is emfreshing in these days of
ruffles and rielt apparel. It :night make
a differenCe, only everybetly knows you
can afford to do as you please in such
matters.**
Vera gave a little feasp. What did the
old lady mean? She had no idea how
pretty end lady like alio looked in the
eoft clinging gown of steel colored cash-
mere. relieved by little knots of scarlet
ribbon 'remand there. Not the least like
a country girl!
Before she could recover herself to re-
ply Ilerbert Falconer had ',minced the
telegram and was reading it aloud.
It was signed. "V. Lyndon;" but by
11011.10 oversight the name of the place
from which it was sent haul been omitted.
"Er0Ill that New Ilazu psh ire girl," Mrs.
Wallington( muttered. half contemptu-
ously. sinking back upon the soft cusit-
i°1•111•07.ictehuart:iog,"hsaiofdreHlierfbert, serenely.
"Well, I meat own I'm glad she isn't
coming. No deubt she is a bold, forward
creature, with the manners of a savage,
Who winald Ind wilt) the blesh a
 dozen
times each day. net better-could yo-u
expect of a child brought up by ouch a
mother? I never forgoave the desiening
creature for entrancing my son into mar
rying her; though I did think of relent-
ing enough to do something for tie
daughter. \Veil, I am sincerely glad le,
be spared the ordeal. I should ham
hated the girl because of her origin."
Vera's blue eyes flashed indignantly.
She tried to explain-to resent in mate
way the insult offenal liar gentle mother
-but there was such a choking in her
throat she could not utter an audible
sound.
"( nine. dear, and give me a kiss," she
heart' Mrs. Wallingford say. coaxingly,
in the midst of lee tumultuous excite-
ment. -I have taken a real fancy to you,
just as I expected, An old! woman like
me feels the need of some otte to lore anti
lean upon. You anti I svd1 he all the
happier for being spared the alniction of
this country cousin's society."
Vera flung her hands over her face,
and held them there a moment. Like a
flash catne a sudden thought that made
her head whirl and her heart throb fas-
ter than ever.
Mrs. Wallingford was a woman of vio-
lent, deeply rooted prejudices. She
seemed willing enough to take Viola to
her heart. Why not profit by the very
natural mistake that had been made-
assume her cousin's identity, bo Viola
until she had won her whimsical grand-
mother's love?
-The deception can harm no one,"
she reflected. "Of course I shall dis-
close the truth as soon as my purpoee
has been accomplished. If I could only
bring this proud old lady face to face
with my sweet mamma, how quickly
she would feel ashamed of her silly dis-
like!"
When Vera raised her head at length.
Herbert Falconer was gazing at her
curiously. Not even attempting to ina-
lyze that look, she touchel her lips
_ - _ _-
to Mrs. Wallingford's wrinkled cheek.
Somehow thoughts of her dead father
stirred her strangely.
"Only be kind to me, and I will
always love you, grandmother," she
said, tremulously.
The mistake had been allowed to pass
unrectified, and retreat from her anoma-
lous position was no longer possible. But
when she found herself alone in her ele-
gant boudoir, with bath and dressing
room attached, she walked restlessly
about. scarcely deigning a glance at her
luxurious surroundings.
"I can never, never keep up the decep-
tion! I shall betray myeelf a dozen times
each day. 0 why, why did I make the
attempt?"
But it was easier than she would have
believed. She had acquired many graces
and accomplishments in her country
home. Iler dress waa always so neat.
pretty and becoming one never thought
of the material. but only noticed the ef-
fect.
And Mrs. Wallingford had not the
faintest suspicion that this lovely, lady
like girl was the simple country maiden
she had secretly made up her mind to
dislike.
It was astonishing how quickly a week
flcw by-the happiest Vera had ever ex-
periencel. Had she thought to analyze
her feelings she must have realized how
much Herbert Falconer had had to do in
causing the days to pass so very pleas-
antly.
There was only the fact of the false
part she was playing to mar her perfect
'happiness. How she hated herself now
for that weak yielding to temptation!
"Everybody is so good and kind to me
I shall never have the oourage to confess
the truth," she often moaned in the soli-
tude of her chamber. "How shall I ever
be able to persuade grandmother it was
all the impulse of the moment, and not
a deliberately laid plan? What will Mr.
Falconer think of tne when I tell him I
am not Viola--only poor, despised Vera?"
And a vivid crimson would suffuse her
cheeks
One es ening Mrs.. Wallingford sent
her into the conservatory to gather •
few roses, her favorite flower. The fra-
grance breathing bower was dimly light-
ed. A8 Vera glided under the trailing
green arches she heard the sound of sup-
pressed voices in a shadowy corner.
These suddenly ceased at her approach
a glees door opening on the terrace closed
sharply, and Ann Briggs, one of the
maids, a bold, forward girl. glided out
of the obscurity.
"What are you doing here?" Vera de-
manded, struck ay the maid's evident
terror and guilty looks.
-I came for this," Ann stammered,
displaying a crimson blossom she had
snatched from one of the potted shrube
in passing.
"You were not alone. I beard voices.
Some one has just gone away. Mrs.
Walling-ford would be greatly diapleased
if she blew saou received vieitors here."
Words of denial were upon the girl's
lips, but she thought better of it, and did
not utter thene
"My brother saw me through the win-
dow, while on his way to the kitchen
door, and stopped long enough to de-
liver a Incesage." she answered, inso-
lently taming beck her head. "Go, tell
um mistress, if you like. Miss Lyndon.
I don't imagine she will think I have
committed a capital crime."
Ver.' instinctively distruated the girl.
Something told her she was both cun-
ning and unscrupulous. Of course she
was keeping the real truth back. But it
would he wiser, perhaps, to overlook
this transgression.
°See that you aro not guilty of a sec-
ond offense, and I shall not betray you."
she itaidellastily gathering the roses for
which site had come, and turning to re-
trace her steps.
Just then a suppressed sound caused
her to look quickly around. Site saw a
masculine figure rise sutidenly from the
shrubbery beside the terrace door, and
hurry across the lawn. The man's hat
was drawn over hia eyes, but Vera
caught a momentary glimpse of his face
in the moonlight.
"Ca ot. Ilax ton! Can it be possibler
she murmured, reeling giddily backward
against one of the pillars, as if struck a
sudden blow.
possible!""Capt. Ilaxion.' Cam lt
Anti intil hurried up tobeher, and was
peering curiously into her face.
"What is the matter, Ines Lyndon/
"n!to. no." Vera made a mighty effort,
and recovered herself. A glance through
the glass side of elle conservatory into
the grounds showed her that the man
had disappeared. -I-I-min a little fan-
ciful! That is all. I will go now."
Ann stepped aside. But her lips were
:ominously compressed, her eyes shone
with a lurid light.
"I must have been mistaken." Vera.
mid to herself. as she slowly retraced her
steps to M re Wallingford's room. ••Capt.
Ilaxton here, holding a stolen interview
with that velgar girl! Lumosible! He
expected to remain some time longer in
the countre Of coterie' tie man was a
WI
stranger. My imagination exaggerated a
pealing reeernblance."
But she was absent minded and ill at
ease all the mat of the evening. Once or
twice it was on her lips to ask Mrs. Wall-
higford if she reneembered Captmllinan '
feM, but she refrained. Such a quest so
might lead/to explanations that a ere
better post poned.
Next day. as she was sitting alone in
the back parlor, Ann unceremoniously
opened the door and said with a demure
drooping of the corners of her mouth!
"A gentleman to see you, Miss Lyn-
don. Shall I show hen in here?"
Vera sprang up, trembling with ex-
citement.
"No, no! You have made a mistake. 1.
The visitor must have aaked for your
tnistrees. I have no acquaintances in
Boston"-
"I think Miss Lyndon will make one
exception to the sweeping assertion," in-
terrupted a musical, well remembered
voice; and thrusting the maid aside,
Capt. Ilaxton stepped forward with out-
stretched hands.
Vera sent on.. quick. frightened glanoe
into his stuili•. • I :noisome fact.. If she
had felt any loagesing doubts as to the
feelings he inspired, they were now set
forever at rest. She shrank from his
touch with an irrepressible shudder of
diegust.
The maid had discreetly withdrawn.
"The country lost all attractions for
me the moment you went away," Vera's
unwelcome visitor said, in a significant
tone. "Pardon me for following you
so soon. The impulse was so strong
upon me I could no longer resist it."
The girl's dismayed eyes flew in the
direction of the door. What if Mrs.
Wallingford should enter? or Iterbert
Falconer? This man knew who she
really was. He would certainly betray
her. And to hare the revelation como
first from his lips would be ruin.
"Pleaae go and leave me, Capt. Hex-
ton," she cried, clasping her trembling
hands. "Go at once. Indeed, indeed I
cannot see you here!"
"Why not? I have so much to say to
you, Vera."
She did not wait to hear it, but flew
past him to the door, her ono desire to
escape as quicely as possible from his
hated presence.
He was too late to intercept her. Livid
with disappointment and rage, he could
could only eall eut, as she fled wildly up
the staircase:
"I won't be beffied like thial Yon must
appoint seine time and fame -when and
where you are willing to grant me an in-
ter'iciemws."ped on to her own roan without
replying. Lockam the door, she flung
hereelf on the couch. where she wept and
sobbed miserabls.- for many minutes.
••0 what shall I do? I can't have that
man coming to Roselawn. Something
tells me he is not an aommintance of
whom grandmother would approve. And
just now I would not for the world do
anything to (Mend her. At the very
least, he would expose the deception. In-
deed he may have done thanndreadyl"
She started lip in affright at the
thought: then fell back again, weeping
more bitterly than ever.
Her apprehensions were somewhat
allayed when she stole timidly down
stairs an hour or so later. Mrs. Walling-
ford greeted her just as usual.
The respite was of brief duration. The
old fears retu?ned welt redoubled force
the next time she met Ann Ilriegs. The
girl's manner, with its curious blending
of insolence and patrona,ge, told her
plainly that her secret was known to one
inofmatecouorsef thDeigliebuysei
'Iazton had told her;
and, if so, the two were allies.
-I will go to grandmother and make a
full confession." she resolved. -There is
no help for it now. But not today. I
feel half aick-I am not equal to the
effort."
The following afternoon shewas in the
back parlor with Mrs. Wallingford.
Vera looked pale and nervous-she had
made up her mind to improve the op-
portunity and clear her guilty con-
scitetce.
Just as the weeds were trembling for
utterance the door bell rang sharply.
Footsteps crossed the ha:l. She heard
voiees- Iler here Falconer's and the roc eet,
silvery tones of a woman.
"This is wholly unexpected, Miss Lyn-
don." It was Herbert who was speaking.
"Aunt Wallingford had given you up.
But, of course, she will be delighted
that you changed your mind at the last
moment."
N'era's heart gave a fierce, frightened
bound, as if it would leap out of her
body. She fairly held her beeath.
-I was detained by the dengerous ill-
ness of a friend," the velvet soft voice
ans?Yeoredur Cousin from Baltimoore has been
with us a little over a week."
"My cousin from Baltimore?" The in-
flection of surprise was very marked.
"I refer to Miss Viola Lyndon. Per-
haps you were hardly aware of her ex-
istence? It is such a long dimance from
Maryland to New Hampshire! And the
fortunate few generously endowed with
this world's goods are rather apt to neg-
lect poor relations."
A cold perspiration broke out thickly
upon Vera's forehead and around the
corners of her mouth. She waited breath-
lessly for the words that would expose
the fraud, but they were not spoken.
The new comer, the real Viola Lyn-
don, had shifted her position, and was
now visible through the half open door.
A proud. haughty looking lady with
olonde hair and cold blue eyes. Her
beautiful red lips opened to speak. but
they closed again without an audible,
mend. An inec rumble ex pres nun cromed
her fair face.
Evidently Miss Viola Lyndon was a
young lady gifted with ss-onderful nervea
and rare self oontrc I. She entered t he par-
lor leaning upon Herbert Falconer's arm.
Mrs. Wallingford barely touched the
slentler gloved hand she extended.
"You are Vera, I suppose?" the old
lady said, coldly, her grizzled Items
gathered in a frown. ••I don't know what
led me to invite you to Roselawn; but.
of Course, you must stay. now 3,.st are
here. One of the rear rooms will no eetod
enumeli for you-camel...a fe,m) •111:
dated old faun house destitute s if 
tlaa
bare comforts of life. I shall instruct my
housekeeper accordingly."
The cold blue eyes flashed a searching
glance over the younggirl shrinking and
cowering in the velvet depths of the big
arm chair at Mrs. NVallingford's side.
She bit her lip. There was a moment's
dead silence; then she said, sweetly:
-Assign rue to any room you please.
grandmother. It does not matter."
Then she glided to where poor \Mrs
sat. her face utterly colorless with mis-
ery anti dread.
"Are you my Cousin Viola? It is an
unexpected pleasure to meet you here."
Vera lifted her wild whiteface in utter
bewilderment. She ft-lt sick and eiddy;
there was a strange ringing in her ears.
What dill it all mean? That Viola had
suddenly made up her mind not to be-
tray her? But why should she show
such unexpected forbearance? It was
very strange.
Vera could never clearly ret 'all what
followed. By and by she se mated to
waken out of a nightmare dreamt to find
herself in her own botuluir, wa Ming up
and down in a frenzy of exciten
-What a poor pitiful cerward I am!"
she moaned. "Any ores with a particle
of moral courage would have confessed
everything the moment Viola appeared
upon the scene. Now, because of my
silence, I am in a worse p redicauset it than
ever. What could have limn my o ousin's
object in keeping up the deceptit on? 0
how my iteart misgivee me! lit v •hat a
nwieylsee cioff.m,y own weaving I have entt .ngled
liePri:zn..tly a knock ca sae at the door.
Ann Ilriggs stood timer grinning Ina-
he'r•NroolissinLayin,tninno.iim)i-tozweuld.." ike to see ye ou in
Vera went gladly. Perhaps some-
thing could he done to to et matters rig ht.
mOfeacnotirse that was wh: the summons
It was a sm shah! tily furnished a p-
artrnent, very different from Vera's ele-
gant suite. Viola hr. (.1 taken seven II
silk dresses front her trunks and flume
them over the chairs and on the bed .
where limy glistened i a rainbow beauty.
Two er tin coo jewel oases were open on
intheeitdhrersacinhog:ble. 'Moll' stood in the
curling score fully, a vivid spot of scarlet
midst of all this eplendor, her thin lip
" You has o seen fit to borrow my name
apd identitlr.:she saiet„baunthtnMo _Mind
MTH AND DENUCTION
LATEST RETURNS FROM
TH E STORM OF TH RS-
1 DAY NIGHT.
LIS I OF LIVES I.OsT IN 1,01.71t4V I
'I HE CITT IN MOURNING I Ott
HER HEAD.
Rein Wrought By Ito !.•m..t.to
Other Cities
LOU ISV I I.I.E.
Perhape the most destritetive werk
door by the tornado was on :kismet
street. F'or three roman-. meth of
Ninth street nearly every tottaineee
and dwelling house was devaatated.
Houma were hurled in tee street end
debris in many 'dams were piled thir-
ty feet high. 'the picture of eorrow
and olenolatiort witnersed on Market
street yesterday, where letnieless
wenien and folotldrert were wandering
rilatat viewing the perms front whieh
they en narnemy mem ped tiwe night
previous, bailie'. nescription Es cry
house from N int', to Eleveeth mine st.
was iti I. totally demid 'Alit .1 \Vest
and East of them etreets the limeade
did frightful damage, but the dertruc-
l ion of property was hardly SO great.
Not till devlight dawned neon :Main
street could the extent of the deem.-
ration be fully comprehended The
eyelone struck the city's main thor-
oughfare at Eleventh street and
veered to the north at Seventh. Not
a half dozen houses were left intact
throughout the entire extent of 'the
four squares. The daylight revealed
that the majority of the building",
had been virtually dertroyed. The
foliate.° WarellOUPea auffered terribly
Mild the big wholesale homes fared
little better. Main street is still
thronged with people contemplating
the runlet. Little work is being •done
except at the the tolommo ware-
e rums, e here as many narn as COU id
I s meured are employed in removing
the thousands of impaired,. of tobac-
co to Macre of shelter. Should a
heavy fall of rain occur in a day or
two the loss of property on Main
street will be doubled.
The following is a lirt of killed:
Rev. S. E. Barnwell. reettor of St.
John's Church; Dudley Barnwell,
Sister Mary Pius, Mrs Mary McComb.
Ben Selene, William Deemer, Rob-
ert SU Ilivani, John nnuerick, Prof.
Andrew ateubling, William Stephan,
Gustave Kutzlelo, Je., Charles Sheet.-
er. The Gaddy family, colored. fath-
er, son and wile; Henry Lenge, Mums
M. Stephens, Rohn Reilil, J. Finieele
en - Williatea, Clsrenee hoetaer,
(1. neva end Louie Simma. James
!entitle Mrs. Smith, Itie wife, end
t hree children ; Moises Lszerus, lat i I
O. Kent, Jelin Horan, Miss Minnie
Staude, George Schmidt, Theo. En-
ger rimier, Jamb Haunter, Richard
I muker, Emma Hostetter, Janne'
Fitzgerald, William Gel steel, John
Keirall, Henry King, William Holey,
etre Steldey, Peter Fuller, John
Herb, William Clifford, Walter
Davis, Lulu Brown, Elmer Barnes,
William Sterns, W Moore, Edware
A . Horan, William Foster, A. R.
McKee, Mercer Couuty, Ky ; Miriam
MeCulline, Maggie McClure, Mary
Ryau, Bridget Crow. Maggie Camp-
bell. M. :McGinty, J. 1). Hathaway.
Chime.); J..let Peel -Hill, Mem
Reidy. William Salorie, Bud Limber,
Walter Davis, notate of Mrs. Aurtin,
M rs. Joeeph Niles, Mrs. Mary Has-
son, M iss Annie Niles, Mra. Relle
!selloff, Mrs. Peterson, Tofu l'uff,
Thaddeus Mann), Theo Angermeier.
M re. E. Hoffetetter, Mira t aetleman,
Moody Davis, J. II. soehildt, !lark
Cornell, Pat Rattly; ' Charles Jetika.
M rs. McLaughlin, Mr. Jolliest's!,
}Meek Paine, August Fleiecher, two
unknown colored wointm, unknown
negro, I hrist Miller, Carrie Baker,
Prof. I :ustave Kutzleleer., John Re-
mote, Mrs. Biehop, Rodl Lyps, -
Claiborne.
Mrs. Santee B7Rock, President of
Renecca Degree Ledge; Mrs. Hom,
Mome Alealiam, William Clifford.
The following is a list of the injur-
ed who have been reported to the au-
thorities. The nature of- their inju-
ries is given only in cases of those
aeverely iujured :
N'i mil SV right, Mollie Stickler,
Mr+. Julia T. Gibbs, Mrs. Mary Hoe
'teller, Priee °weft, leg broken; Mrs
Charlet. Nieolay, Janice P. Cooney,
fatally injured; Oscar Bell, Jolt li
Burton, Frank Smith, neverely crush-
ed ; George Das is, 'mine injured :
l'hil 11alhert, both auklee crushed;
Louis Sinms, lam and back cut ano
leg broken; Ed Meech'', back injur-
ed and arm crushed ; Mre. Annie
Rodger'. and tWo children are Illiaa-
ing from home mud are ruppoeed to
have perished in the ruins of lite
home; Mrs. F. B. Slimier, Timmer
H. Wattkins, fracture of right leg;
aVilliant Jenkins, back broken. may
dim John %Vella, ltiple fractuie ef
It ft leg; Robert E. Newman end
wife; J. 'I'. Funek, leg lonoken ; Lizzie
Pel ton , M ro. George Frattek, will ti ie ;
Moisture r,Henry Feltlioelter, 
4 liaries Flosqw, Tillie Young., George
Yonne, Charles Huber, Mrs. Louis
Whitman, probably fatally injured;
Mrs. hoppers- and daughters', badly
injured; Charles Rogers, Mrs. Dr.
Ctark, Thomas Kelly, broken leg ;
J04eitil Keaton, A. A. Glass, lir. H.
F . Kelt us, Royal Moody, John Stern,
internally injured, proloably fatally
injured; Mollie Moldsmith, Mrs.
Jerkier+ aud daughter, Charles En-
vie-man, leg broken and loot erunhed ;
Mat Engleman. Bettie Euglemau,
Mary Engleman. Dora I.:ugh-mate
James Mleck. both legs broken ; Ru-
.1olph Liph, Norville Wallaem Char-
les Tripple. Adolph liaiser, Herber
aVilliates, Frank Arkier, T  Arany,
tack injured stet ankle cruehed;
Adolph end Will liaisch, child of O.
W. Museatiert, Mrs. Ma B. Barringer,
severe internal injurier; John Kelly,
Ben Dorpelman; Eva NVinkler, inju
ry to Title; \Vim. NleColub, leg 
bro-
ken: Nick Newman, one eye tort,
heed itoj tired ; Mr*. A. Dugan, frac
-
ture of skull; Mrs. Ilorlandorfe
r,
-..1111 fractured; Mrs. Joint Emerick,
-merely injured internally; Misr
Ileftenolorfer, Mrs. Bretuley,-Mr. and
Mrs. lialke. Mrs. A. B. Morris and
ehild, Parkland, Moth lastly hurt;
Mrs. J. 11. (newton'. Mrs. W. 
H.
Howard, Wm. Mel...pleb, Annie
alcConill, Eva Winkler. Mrs. Kittie
Trotter, arms and leg+ broken ; Dr. T.
Nitignet, fatally hurt; Mimes Annie
anti Mary Browd; limner Drain (co
l-
ere(' ,, 'opine injured ; Annie Moody,
Susie Meetly, I.izzie 'Insley, Ester
Marlow, head cut and arm broken in
t wo Macre ; Heury Ziegler, leg b
roken
in two places; Dennis Russell, le
g
enialled ; .Mro.. Hatfield and daughter,
injured internally; Mrs. Andrew
Oak leaf, internal; 'I'. J. Smith, leg
loroken; Charity (lenient., colored,
wounded on head, broken jaw. mouth
torn open backwani toward ear, hand
crushed, shoulder dieloeated, hips
broken and driven inte lunge, Chas
Taylor, ankle broken; Miss Rosa
App, teacher of dancing mho& at
Falls City Hall, lienterriema ant
i
earalysie teem internal th.inties •
.i‘lkirica:it ail 1-1:(1 LigeNP11.11)14,,iAgb.N1:111iha.:("Ntl'i%e7gHlisi 
:ta' inaitid r  br
brokett; John C. Stern, Mrs. John C.
Stern, Jacob Jaeobs, Mrs. 
Jacobs,
ellildi of Jaeobs, Charles Tripple, le
g
broken and foot crushed ; Atiolp
h
'aaiser, Mee wit and Spine en
ured;
I lerbert Williams, 
Frank Ackler,
leuik injured and leg br
oken ; Tom
Ashley, Meek injured and ankle
mettle:4i; Phil lambert, both ankle
s
crushed; Louie. Simile., face and bac
k
cut mei leg broken ; Ed
 Hecelite
back iiijured and arm 
crushed; four
eltildren of Jam Smith; Charles
 Mun-
thee cornered wounds; Mum 
Cohen,
esontwed .wounds on head and she'l
l-
ten+ ; John Stearn*, rib broken 
and
.(4-"Iii rilIt'e.'ir ile arii:iinet"1:4ttrYri
nut ei. ,itilit I 1,11,0dsi° (...1;yitsjicaoriseleit;41.
bruiswet; J. H. Riley,
eeriously inj li red ; Thome,. Moor
e,
Meet Fetzer, broken tam; John 
Phil-
lips', broken leg; Willitim 'Andea
n,
*memo' internal: Fred 
I''tOtle, If 5
bripktl, : Clarence Louis, Thonitts 
St -
ten, Imo hollow ; Ilenry 
Sieves, In-
(Inoue oils. retells ; Maggie 
Intehie,
imp team II, vitas net emeove-r; 
Mollie
I. le kt s".' ',, 0 17";j7k1:  911 1:71: 41'4 : ':. "I 1
. i ; tiste,
I'.‘":1girdiii‘l.‘ ak r':;-.' i.. 11::1::klr;;15. ili'te";::s.ri.; :CM.r7Louis N\hittnau, probably fatally in-
j it red ; ie Penton, Mra George
Fernek, will die; John Well.' mniti-
I I.!e fracture oi left leg; ' illam
Jenkins, ILack broken, may d
Louitivitem STORM NOT •
Oil the nigneof the termed Judge
W. 11. Hoke was to have deli red en
addrem at the lodge rneetirtg t lanne
City Hall. After rupper eat gqi
HA hat aBd coat anti wet: ; a t
!taring tat sten for the hat' i•t t. eel
granelehi at use taken suddenly sick
with mentere -este:. emu ot. The J wige
haul to go for a enetor, mei When bet
returned the child was imaged' a dila.
rzerees coontiftion that Mro. Hallo
would not let her hualoand
meld is out of die mo owe
sudden inner,. o • o•.• It .
Mere.. et Prom tee
huAtitga,u4mItifne.mily he
of
damage to. ereperry ham
III IWO too kiwis. Tim act psi 0-
a finaneial mandeeint a ill net
great aa we's vuptioett-ti at first. t
the awful wret-it was prviseutvid
he mot. of t he speetat tore 0, Maio
street, ler iertartete Ill" •' • • to
Moore, lirenisker ek Co'• le
hotuse was ',heed at $30,G00. Xi'. Creel,
a member of the firm stated this
morning that the ouilding was injured
to the extent ot ea.0.41, end that the
damage to the stock woued toot be
lllll re than $500 The Tocitt-Donigan
Itudding rein 10 have ruin-red to
the extent ..1 $1.74.000. but .114r..Todel
said to dal th•• would seareely
stv:reelinSoit'5°°1)tirtItho" t te.""exutte%litieroill'a"Pred".
Nearly all of those which !ere de-
niolethed were old building'', sod a
colit,tullites,Ani,tsitsi•eslyin ermeiamIlir usguamin.asmill put
Clerk R. E. Ta) lor, of the rteamer
Hibernia, w narrowly mimed de-
rtructiom on the falls with fourteen
souls on board. has written the fol-
lowing card of eeknowledirtneut to
Capt. Win. Devine the gallant chief
of the life-saving corps: “The cy-
clone 'norm struck the Hibernia at
her anchorsee at Sweeney Item. foun-
dry with [melt violence- thee the cables
parted at a gimp, amid rho w-as drift-
ing rapidly tot deottnetion e first to
the eaat of Towhead Irlutpl. then in
a uorthweatern direction to the bridge
at the head of the Mlle? The boat
e•enied deemed to destruction, to-
gether with all on Imardmfourteeu
souls-when at this critical momeet
you, with your crew apd boat* came
to the rescue and 'lately landed nutet
of the crew aboard and efficiently la-
roared to land anti secure tee lam at a
;mint just above the beige thr In-
diana shore."
Mr. A. R McKee, who wIte killed
in Virgil Wrightar cigar store is a
member a one of the most prominent
Manlier (of Danville. 'I he young man
ohlaidhjimus,,t ayrrtifived in the city, and was
the Louisville Hotel
when he nue hat death. Mr, G. W.
Welsh came dew!' from Dansille last
evening artd returned this • morning
with the remains.
Mre. Annie Romeo, who wee' report-
ed to have bee,. hurled itt the ruins of
her home, 1003 %Vete Maiket, has
turned up uninjured.
President M. A. Hustle, of the Lou-
isville Board of Fire toderwriters, is-
sues the following: The public is re-
mercifully requested too exerciee un-
usual care to avoid tire at this partic-
ular tints. It is svell known that a
very large amount of exceedingly iu-
fistrenable material is expotted to ig-
nition by the 'mailmen spark, and in
the ',repent low supply of water a
large conflagration might happen at
any moment.
Nearly all of the houses on nine
aquaria. of the river front 11.1nel:femme
sell were either totally destroyed or
badly wrecked by the storm. It is
estimated that the damage will
amoent to about $75,000. neveral
eertenirs were severely -injured, but
fortunately no lives were loot.
Luckily the theater* were out of the
path of the storm All of ahem were
crowded, but no one knew that the
city had been struck by a tertoado.
The performanees went oa quietly,
end not until the people went out up-
on the streets did they hear the ter-
rible news.
FAYETTEVILLE, TENN.
At Fayetteville, Tenn., the houses
and contente were seattered all over
the country. The whole western por-
tion of the town is leveled with the
ground. Meltoa College, a fine four
«tory brick, melting $40,o01), and only
finished a few months mori, wae en-
tirely demolished. The reaidence of
J udge Tillman, the finest n t he coun-
try and coming $10,000, was utterly
lirt.troyed. There was net a tomb-
tomes left standing in the cerueoery.
The Baptist, Chrietian, Methodist and
two negro churches were entirely
blown sway, nothing being left but
the foundations. The jailer's resi-
drum was demolished and the roof of
the jail blown off. There were no
'snoopers the building.
The damage in Fayetteville alone
is est i mated a: from $0,000 to $500,000
THE SMALLER TOWNS IN KENTUCKY
FARE VERY SADLY.
A Morgantield, Ky., special to the
Courier-Jourtial says: A terrific
hail and wind more' visitted
town, Ky., and Union and Webeer
vouteiee Thuraday at 5:40 p. m At
Sturgis, hail one hell in diameter
fell, and the wind unroofed eeveral
barns. At Sullivan the .wind wan
worry, destroying many buildings
and wounding ten or twelve men and
women. For several melee in Web-
'der County, between Clayville and
Mixon, it swept everything miry.
The wife of W. B. Taylor, a rot) of
Henry Ham:Peek, a Merman, un-
known, and others were !killed out-
right. Houses and barns were totally
tiestreyed. Med furniture and cloth-
ing have been found all along the
road f rom Morgantield Dixon.
The killed end wounded in Webster
witl number not less than titty.
A Cloverport Epeeist to the Courier-
Journal Kaye.: A etorm of wind, rain
comid• rable Monogr
and hail teemed over thitso ciit,aro t:'redty-.
nestles emelt ahem it o'clock, doming
The roof of the Sutphen', Mett odist
Chimer wits Howe off and (ammeter's-
ble demege was dotte to the building.
The Breckinridge New,. building Was
atm pretty unroofed.
A Marion, Ky., special says: All
day fresh reports have been coming
III, atitlitir to the sad story (of the
domt receive cyclone thal ept
through this county, west to east, at
stinswt Thureday. The track of the
storm is a quarter of a mile wide, and
e travelled thirty miles. across the
tenintry parellel to tool almoet in the
same trask of a storm that occurred
in 1852 At ilea hour fotir deaths are
reported, and as matuy more porrittly
wounded seriously. Mr. (nevem.
Moreland and tee children are demi.
Mrs. Moreland is iterioulny injured.
Their house was blown-. down and
burned. Berry Rich', wife and child
are mortally wuunded , and their
house Was, blOW11 J H.
Robinsou'r daughte wart killed and
the house and evontents scattered OVer
the eountry, The two-story frame
Ileum of -Hutch Stint rogeof was carried
away mei himself anti wife acre
badly hurt, anti their child wait found
seeveral litiedred yards eway. sately
ged iu the house's. The a ounded
El reach fifty-five pt. nixie'. Many
denies were entirello• destroyed,
au a number of lionom Reid cattle
k Olen. The phyeician cif this place
wee fatally injured. Citizens of this
plat.e worked faithfully 'all night in
our neighborhood, returitug at noon
toelay, and I hey report Me people to
a sad plight. In one men ureel at+ a
temporary hospital, there were Dine
patients. people ot thitt plac -
held a meeting iu the court-hous
entenitty and raised funds and sen
"Meet temenittees toproride food and
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F NN, ERA r E city of Louisville oertainly de-
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For County School Supt.,
PROP. S. L. FROGGE.
For Coroner,
DR. JOHN L. DULIN.
For Surveyor,
H. P. RIVES.
Tut: lose of life and property
throughout many of the Western and
Southern counties of Kentucky has
been very large, especially in the
villages and farming districts.
Moat of these storm sufferers need
help, and in maby instances their
needsare more preesing than those
iu Louisville. The cyclone was far
more disastrous ill many rural dis-
triets than most gueolla realise, and
outside aid is badirseeded in those
stricken sections. Louisville is re-
ceiving many handsome contribu-
tions to her relief fund, and, if she
pets more than she needs, she should
help her country friends.
Jr: DOE Jo uN A. Sewer, a brother of
Mrs. Harrison, Who is now a guest at
the White House, is authority for the
statement that President Harrison
regards himself as certain to be the
Republican candidate to succeed
himself in the White House. Har-
rison, he says, is fully aware of the
discontent with the Administration
among the leaders of his own party,
but does not regard this as of much
consequence. He says that before
1892 Harrison expects to shape things
so that it will not be possible to de-
feat him in the Convention. This is
supremely ridiculous, for even
Rutherford B. Hayes stands a better
chance for the nomination than Har-
rison.
Titaiiitindom silver bill has been
agree92- ega by the Republican
ef the Committee on
tantially as proposed by
indom. It is thought
that of both the majority
and in be submitted to-
day. The minority report will show
that the Republicans are attempting
to demonetize silver by stealth, as
they did once before. This bill
%alai* the subject of coining the
dever:buititni 'practically at the
tegilidlest of the - Seagetary of the
iSilanestry, and If it peeved there will
be no low to compel the deelletary of
the Treasury to coin the bullion, so
that, in fact, it demonetises silver
The Democratic members of the com-
mittee are in favor of free or
unlimited coinage of silver on the
name terms and conditions as gold is
now -,oined.
APROPOS of the row in the Repub-
lican ranks with the recent tariff on
hides, we heard a gentleman remark
that "the tariff question itself re-
minded him of a dry hide, try to
press down one side and the other
tiles up." This is quite an accurate
and expressive simile. Press down
on the Boston shoe manufacturer by
the imposition of a tariff and the
Western cattle grower flies up. In-
crease the duty on woolen goods for
the protection of wool growers and the
New England and New York woolen
manufacturers rise up and howl dis-
mally. Put a tariff on sugar to pro-
tect the sugar planter and everybody
using the article begins to grumble.
Take the tariff off sugar so 'that the
consumer may get it cheaper, and the
sugar planter begins to raiee the devil.
It is absolutely impossible to adjust
the iniquitous system to our present
state of commercial advancement,
and the Republican party is like the
man who caught the wolf. It can't
hold on and is afraid to turn loose.
THE howl from the New England
shoe manufacturers over the ten per
cent tax on hides in the proposed
McKinley tariff bill has had the effect
dr &Irking McKinley back down.
This tax was a concession to the
Western Republicans on the protec-
tionist theory that the West was
suffering only because of insufficient
protection, which allows foreign
competition with Western products.
Now McKinley and his protectionist
'tits. backed square dowu,
and the tax against foreign competi-
tion with Western hides is. knocked
out of the bill. The tariffon clothing
and all other necessaries of life a bids
the Western people have to buy is
kept at a high figure, and in some
instances increased. The Western
Republicans say that tariff legislation
is all in the interest of the Eastern
monopolists, and that theware get-
ting very tired of such flagrant in-
justice. Truly McKinley's iniqui-
tous bill is giving him a great deal
°Unstable.
Ties Republican majority of the
Mouse Committee on Territories has
practically disposed of Arizona and
New Mexico as far the ambition of
those Territories to become States du-
ring the present Congress is concern-
ed. By a strict party vote it was de-
cided yesterday to defer further con-
sideration of the claims of New Mex-
leo and Arizona for Statehood. The
Republicans refuse to admit them in-
to the Union because the majority of
inhabitants are Democrats. Arizona
#azger Democratic majority
sw Mexico, and consequently
ewe& lees chance of becoming a
Mate. Arizona is now the richest of
the Territories, and is simply reject-
ed by the Republicans on account of
;Ier Democratic majority. Wyoming
Idaho are Repnblican in their
oroelivities, and the Republican
. iembere of Congress are fixing to let
:awn into the Union, in spite of the
%roman suffrage clause in the Wy-
• Intel eonstitution and the section
In the Idaho constitution disfranchis-
.b.; a portion of the citizens because
ef religions belief. Such dirty parti-
esn tricks are utterly disgusting.
the distress of its citizens aud not un-
til the burden of so doing proves to
be heavier than can be boarne should
outside assistance be invoked.. The
custom of publicly asking relief for
every slight calamity has become too
common in this eountry. Of eourre
in the presence of such au appalling
disaeter as the Johnstown flood or a
yellow fever epidemic, the local au-
thorities are powerlese and the dis-
tress of the people far greater than
can be relieved. In such cases an ap-
peal to the generosity of.the country
at large is eminently proper, and nev-
er yet has such an appeal been made
iu vain to citizens of our country. It
would be responded to iu the case of
Louisville should the cries of the
needy be heard and the distress be
beyond the power of the citizens
of that place to alleviate.
Already generous offers of assis-
tance have been received from
all parts of the couutry. The bread
which Louisville has east upon the
waters by own contributions to the
stricken iu other localities would
now be returned to her. But Louis-
ville says no. These are of our fam-
ily, let us discharge our duty to them
and she is doing it nobly, all honor to
her pride and her independence, she
has Set an example we hope to see
followed hereafter.
LouisvierE is a plucky, self-reliant
city. The great loss over a hundred
and fifty lives and at least $2,000,000
of property has not discouraged its
residents. They have gone to work
with a splendid courage that will ex-
cite the admiration of the whole
country to succor the needy and re-
pair the dreadful disaster that has be-
fallen the city. Offers of assistance
have reached Louisville from Boston,
New York, Chicago, St. Louis and
many other cities throughout the
country. The charitable people of
Louisville are giving most liberally
to the needy victims of the cyclone,
and a relief movement has been thor-
oughly organized. The Board of
Trade, Commercial Club, the City
Council and the citizens are all work-
ing together in a connuon effort to
alleviate the sufferings and supply
the wants of the poor whose homes
were destroyed. It is a big undertak-
ing, for there are a great many pitia-
ble cases of destitution among the
poorer classes. A great many of
them had their homes and household
effects entirely swept away, and are
therefore without shelter of any kind
and suffering for the actual necessi-
ties of life. The heaviest financial
losses will fall upon the owners of the
splendid buildings on Main and Mar-
ket streets, and while very great,
theee men are able to staud them, but
in other parts of the storm-swept area,
especially in the southern district,
the losses fall upon those that can not
stand them.
TIIE United States Senate refused
to pass the arrearages of pensions
amendment which Senator Plumb
tried to tack on to the Dependent
Pension bill. Senator Plumb said
that his amendment would.cost only
$.500,000,000, and seemed much sur-
prised that his brother Senators
should object to a mere trifle like
that. Senators Hawley and Frye
made excellent speeches against the
greed and rapacity of the pension
sharks. Senator Frye'e warning of
the inevitable consequences of such
legislation in "creating prejudices
against pensions" was especially
impressive. Senator Hawley very
sensibly remarked that the pension
is intended to take care of a man
who is now suffering from injuries
itceived iu the army, but not to go
back twenty years, when the man
did not need the pension nor apply
for it, and pay hint $10,000. The
Dependent Pension bill, without the
amendment, passed the Senate, and
now goes to President Harrison for
his signature. Under the workings
of this bill the pension expenses will
reach $175,000,000 a year before the
close of the present administration.
This is the same old pauper pension
bill that Cleveland vetoed.
KANSAS ill the only State hi the
Union where women are allowed to
vote at municipal elections for May-
or, Councilmen, City Judge and
members of the School Boald. This
right was granted them by the Kan-
sas legislature of le87, and two years
ago the women of Manhattan and
some other towns captured all the
municipal officers trom Mayor down
through the Council to Jauitor.
Tueeday municipal elections were
held in all the cities of the first and
second class that State, but the
novelty seems to have worn off, and
hardly half as many female votes
were cast as there were at the previ-
ous election. At one town, Salina,
there was a very animated election.
The female suffragists had nomina-
ted a woman condidate for the School
board. A colored woman was run by
the anti-suffragists, and was elected
by an overwhelming majority.
THE Kansas farmers are vigorously
protesting against their corn being
practically excluded front Mexico by
a tariff of 1.13 ,cents a bushel which
Mexico has imposed in retaliation
for the tariff which the United States
government has placed upon silver
and lead ores. They claim that it is
very unjust that they should lose the
benefit of the Mexican market for
their corn simply that the rich
owners of lead aud silver mines in
this country may have a monopoly of
their products.
HON. J. PROCTOR KNCY1-1' left yes-
terday evening for Waehington to
attend to the ease of the Common-
wealth of Kentucky against the State
of Indiana, now pending in the
Supreme Court of the United States,
over the possession of Green River
Island. The litigation over this
little island bids fair to cost Kentuc-
ky several times the value of the
land involved. Several hundred
dollars have already been paid as
part of the lawyers' fees in the case.
THE Democrats of Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, have elected George W.
Peck, the noted humorist, Mayor of
that city by 5,000 majority. He was
eleeted over Mayor Brown, the Re-
publican incumbent, and N. S. Mur-
phy, the Labor candidate.
HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re-
ward for any case of Catarrh that can-
not be cured by taking Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Props., Toledo, 0.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in
all business transactions and finan-
cially able to carry out any obligation
made by their firm.
WEST TRAUX,
Wholeaale Druggists, Toledo, 0.
WALDINO, KINNAN MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggints, Toledo,
E. H. VAN HOESAN
Tole:10, et.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter-
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and MUCUS surfaces of the system.
Price 75c. per bottle. Sold by au
Druggists.
THE REGISTRATION BRA,.
The bill pending for the registra-
tiou of votes in Christian eounty was
favorabty reported upon by the vont-
mittee to which it was referred and
has been made a special order for
next Tuesday, the.hth of April.
The purpotse and design of this bill
is to preveut frauds at elections.
Both Democrats and Republicans,
after each election for some years
past, have been loud in their charges
of fraud and_corruption and each side
has accused the other of casting
numbers of,illegal votes.
Whether these charges be true or
false, the long continued reiteration
has bred an earneet desire in the
breast of all good citizens who revere
the sanctity of the ballot and wish
for pure and unpoluted electione,
for some measure which would show
them to be false, if they are false,
and prevent the frauds entirely if
they are true. The registration bill
was drawn for the purpose of carry-
ing into effect this desire.
Such a measure is especially im-
portant for, Christian county. This
is a border county lying for miles
immediately upon the Tennessee
line. That floaters from Tennessee
have been run over into this county
and voted in closely contested elec-
tions is undeniable and not only have
they been run in from Tennersee but
from Todd,tHopkins and..other coun-
ties adjoining us on the east, north
and west.
It Was to meet this abuse and not
to subserve to the interest of any one
political party that the bill was
drawn. By its adoption the cry of
fraud which has been so frequently
bandied back and forth will be silen-
ced. The Democrat canuot com-
plain of it for the reason that its pro-
visions prevent the commission of
the.very frauds he has charged upon
the Republican. The Republican
has no right to complain because the
Democrats can no longer work in
floaters as he has accused them of
doing or otherwise defeat the result
of au honest anti fair electiGn. .
The bill is drawn in a spirit of jus-
tice and fairness to all persons and to
all parties anti to prevent auy irregu-
larities to which we are expost.d
account of our peculiar situation as a
border county. Its provisione apply
to Democrate and Republicans, black
aud white, alike. It can work uo in-
justice and no hardship to any man.
Uuder this biil every legal voter is
required, as condition precedent to
casting a ballot, to register in the
district in which he lives. A certifi-
cate is given him by the registration
clerk, the registration books of each
preciuet are in the hands of the
election judges on electiou day and
when a man presents himself to vote
they are referred to and, if found all
right, he votes just as in the past.
Special provision is made for regis-
tration:of persons who were sick or
who were unavoidably absent from
the county on the days fixed for
registering. Where a man moves
from one district to another he
secures a certificate from the regis-
tration clerk that he wae duly 'regis-
tered in the district from which he
moved and upon presenting this to
the registration clerk of that district
to which he has moved, is registered
and allowed to vote provided he is
otherwise a qualified voter.
This bill secures an absolute
exemption from floaters and trans-
ients voting in our elections, and
where a man is, after its paesage,
elected to office he can rely upon it
that a majority of the people of his
owu county were favorable to him.
All friends of honest elections irres-
pective of party should rejoice to see
this bill become a law, and, once a
law, essist in its strict enforcement.
The Constitutional Convention.
Considerable interest has been
manifested in the constitutional con-
vention by the people of this county
and much speculation indulged in as
to who would be the probable repre-
sentative selected from among us to
sit in that body. The names of num-
bers of gentlemen have been mention-
ed in connection with the matter and
it is more than probable that from
the nuruber of those spoken of some
one will be chosen to make the race
upen the Democratic ticket. Of
those prominently mentioned we
note the following names: J. D.
Hays, Walter Wartield, Thomas
Green, Judge Joe McCarron and Dr.
J. D. Clardy, all good men aud true,
and all good Democrats.
With the Republicans the names
of the following gentlemen are men-
tioned: Hon. James B. Breathitt,
Judge J. 1. Landes, A. H. Clark and
Esq. George Myers.
From this it may be seen that there
is quite a number ef gentlemen on
both sides, who will, in all probabil-
ity, aspire to a seat in the constitu-
tional convention, and from amongst
wham their respective parties must
make selection. The time is near
by wheu that selection must be made
and the manner in which it shall be
made fixed upon. This, however, is
a matter for the committee of the
two parties to settle. It is high
time that those who are desirous of
becoming candidates should take
some decisive steps in the matter so
as to let the committee know who
are really candidates, and who are
simply in the hands of their friends
and only desirous of lightuiag strik-
ing them.
THE next thing in order is the cy-
clone liar who for some weeks to
conic will till the columns of the pa-
pers woederful stories of escapes and
accidents which occured in his mind.
When Ratty was siek, we gave her Ca.storia.
When she was • Child, she cried for Caatoria
Whets she became Miss, she clung to Castor**
When she had Children, Wm gave them Castoria
APPALLING Bli4ASTElt.
Sixteen Convicts Killed or Wounsted
in an Explosion at Coal-
Burg. A la.
BIRMIN(IIIAM, Nfarch 31.-- Special.,
A magazirib of giaut powder explod-
ed in a coal mine at Coalburg, ten
miles front this city, this afternoon,
with terrible results. Sixteen color-
ed convicts were in a room close to
the where the powder wits stored.
Thirteen of them were injured, six
fatally. Four are reported dead al-
ready and others cannot live uutil
morning. The timhers of the mine
were shattered and considerable
damage done, Giant powder was us-
ed by the miners and a quantity of it
Was always kept stored in a menu
down in the mine. A boy went into
the magazine room to get some pow-
der, and it is supposed fire front his
lamp caused the explosion. About
400 pounds of giant powder were
stored in the room. The explosion
shook the ground above the mine and
the dull, rumbling noise was heard
several miles away. About 400 con-
victs are worked in the mines there,
and for a time the explosion ereated
a panic among them. The injured
and dead have all been gotten out of
the mine, but owing to the absence of
telegraph or telephone communica-
tion between Coalburg and this city




And The Interior Coun-
ties Sutler Great
Damage.
LOUISVILLE BEARS l'P BRAVELY
UNDER HER GREAT
AFFLICTION.
The Relief Fund Swelling Into Grand
Proport ii ins.
LOUISVILLE, April 1.-With four
inches of water-soaked snow, which
has 'timely melted during the day,
the situation in the tornado-stricken
district has been gloomily, indeed.
Night settled down dismal and drear
upon the wrecked homes, and in spite
of all efforts there are many broken
in spirit, though their physical wants
are supplied. The lights gleaming
through a vapor laden atmosphere
serve only to reveal pictures of deso-
lation. The streets are in many
places ankle deep in mud and water
and ice-cold streams pour from every-
where. The worst result of the wet
itis not PO much in additional inj ry
to property and goods as in stare ng
to ill-protected people. Scores of
families are sheltered only by hastily-
put up boards or canvas and they are
wet and cold. Thanks to a generous
and intelligently conducted relief
there is plenty of food and hunger is
net among the miseries to be
endured.
In the residence portion of the des-
olated district, the snow has greatly
retarded repairs. Yesterday very
few of the hounes, even where least
damaged, were habitable. Much
household goods have been exposed
to the weather, aud proportionately
to the total value involved, much
greater lose has been caused by the
snow to housekeepers of moderate
means than to business houses on
Main or Market streets, or even the
tobacco warehouse men. The latter
have all succeeded in getting most
of their property under shelter of
some sort. The household effects
would not repay the extraordinary
measures taken to save stocks of
goods and thousands of dollare worth
in the aggregate scattered through
some thirty blocks of the city, will
lie in the wet for a day or two louger.
On Main street signs have been put
up in many partly wrecked stores
that orders will be tilled as usual and
business has been resumed.
"What damage has the snow done?
A tobacco warehowseman was asked
this question.
"None to speak of," he replied.
"Snow does not hurt tobacco in hogs-
heads like rain does. A drenching
rain, where the hogshead is exposed,
drives right through and injures the
tobacco. But snow lies on the hogs-
head and gives a chance to brush it
off. Even when it is not brushed off,
in melting it slides off. You see
those two hogsheads? 'Well, they
appear to be drenched through: now
come and look at the tobacco in
them." The tooacco was found in
good condition to handle; not in the
least too damp.
ORDER OUT OF CHOAS.
In an interview with the Associa-
ted Press yesterday Mayor Jacob
said: "We have now about recover-
ed all the bodies of those who were
destroyed by the recent tornado, and
I ant thoroughly satisfied that the
total number of those who were killed
outright and those who will suffer
from wounds sustained thereby will
not reach 150. While the destruclion
of property was very heavy still the
greatest suffering will fall uPou our
humbler elegises, who were living in
their modest homes that had been
accummulated by years ofeoil. In my
judgment $S00,000 will go far toward
making whole the losses of these
poor people, but such as these will
have to be cared for, no matter at
what cost. As far as the business is
concerned, with the exception of the
leaf tobacco market, it has never
been suspended, and even in this
branch of trade one-half of the ware-
houses were intact, and all are now
ready for custom, as ample storage
room nes been acquired in other
portions of the city. Notwithstand-
ing only three days ham elapsed after
the cyclone, all wrecks and debris
had been removed on Sunday. I
have never seen such courage and
recuperative power as ha. been
evinced by all who have been
afflicted, and while recognizing, as
wing do, that the fruits of a lifetime
of labor have been at work repairing
the damages they have sustained.
As far as public quiet is concerned,
order ham never been better, and out-
side of the narrow limits of the
district swept by the storm, no oue
would know t hat he was in a city that
had been scourged by a fierce anti most
desolating tornado. Three tobacco
warehouses held sales yesterday, and
the trade in the untouched portion of
the city ham been so active that the
clearings for the day show nearly the
usual increase over the total of • a
year ago.•'
THE DEATH ROLL.
The total number killed by the tor-
nado here Thursday night is ninety-
three. This includes John Schell, a
saloon-keeper, who died yesterday of
his injuries. rechell was caught in
the wreck at Falls City Hall. His
leg was broken and he received in-
ternal Injuries. It is thought that
the remains of R. R. Barton, of Cat-
lettsburg, are in the ruins. His
friends are inquiring anti lie cannot
be found. So far about 150 badly
injured have been discovered. The
majority of those who were worst
hurt are at the various hospitals, and
several of these are not expected to
I i ve.
Among those who perished by fire
with John Emrich amid his child at
Eighteenth and Maple street was
Fritz Deplo Although Deph had a
father, mother and sisters, and his
remains were dug out Friday morn-
ing, the first public announcement of
his death Was made yesterday. In
the published list of the dead since
the accident, another name, bearing
no resemblance to that borne by the
dead man has always appeared.
Timis was James McCulline, and un-
der that name his remains were
I viewed by Coroner Miller. Deph
was going that night to the theatre-
and had stepped into Entrieh's gro-
cery to get a cigar when the storm
struck. the edifice, and he was thrown
into the cellar. When the burped
timbers and ashes were taken away
late the next morning, the charred
and blackened remains were found
in an inverted position. The body
wae straight upright, the head rest-
ing upon the rubbish at the bottom
of the cellar and the feet supported
by the timbers. Deph was '-'9 years
of age and unmarried.
The residence of John E. Green,
sou of Dr. Norvin Green, on the old
b1cFerran stock farm, was unroofed
and the property destroyed to the ex-
tent of several thousand dollars. Mr.
Green and family were in the
house when the tornado swept down
upon them, but, fortunately, all es-
caped unhurt. Fifty tine old forest
trees the yard were blown down.
THE RELIEF FUND.
The total amount of the relief fund
approximates $110,000. Thp Board of
Trade has to-day received subscrip-
tions amounting to $17,000, while nu-
merous checks have been sent lo to
the Mayor's office and the newspaper
offices. The Courier-Journal has
doubled its subsoription, and the Lou-
ar Nashville Railroad has sub- '
scribed $10,000. At tile ineetieg of
, the relief committee this afternoon.
the tol,oWnte %%as adopted:
Resolved, In anoWer to numerous
inquiries trona persons at home and
%broad, the Board of Trade Relief
Committee aunotineee that further
liberal contributions from Louisville
citizene are greatly uteded and are
most earnestly requested. If Ow con-
tribution!. from our own people are
uot reiffleieut to relit.% e the distress of
sufferers by the moon, the committee
will appeal for aesistanee front out-
side the city end State. Until then
all voluntary etnitributione of money
will be accepted and used If beedeil.
W. T. litii1.1'11, Chairman.
Charles I). Jacob, Mayor; William
Cornwall, Jr., Prettident Board of
Trade, anti the Exeell tire Committee.
Often. of aid come in from all direc-
tions. Mayor Grant, of New York,
offered any help needed. The Mayors
of Katmai. City, Norfolk, Va., and of
neighboring Kentucky uud Indiana
towns also tendered aid.
NOTES
It ;ft believed the st ater works will
be in operation in time to prevent soy
inconvenience.
There were many funerals again to-
day. The most impresitive was that
of Rev. Stephen E. Barnwell and his
little son. Bishop Dudley eonducted
the service.
When an application for relief is
mu& a man is sent out to accompany
the destitute one aud investigate hip
claim. If he needs immediate relief
the inspector hag money for the pur-
pose, and buys prto. iSiOON, and if the
houeehold effects need moving he
does so immediately. By this means
a ruined resident of the devastated
portion is furnIelied with mean:. aud
food withiu half an hour.
Mrs. Barnwell, wife of the rector of
St. John's Church, was robbed of
everything she had. All her jewelry
was found to have been taken from a
bureau drawer and a box containing
silverware was broken open and its
contents taken away. Even the body
of !he dead minister was not sacred,
and his gold watch, whieh the widow
cherishes particularly, was taken
from his person. On Friday two la-
dies visited the dernolielied house to
secure Mrs. Baruwell's sewing ma-
chine. They left it alone a minute
and it was stolen. These outrageous
cases are, however, the only ones re-
ported.
AT HEN DERSoN.
HENDERSON, March 31.-A conser-
vative estimate places the loss of life
in this section by the recent cyclone
at forty persons, including thoee who
are fatally injured. Twenty-one of
these are in the Blaekford country,
in Webster county, where the storm
was at its worst. Twice as many
more are 'badly injured. A relief
corps went from this city to assist in
attending the injured. The disaster
occurred in one of the poorest regions
in this portion of the State, and the
people can ill afford the loss of their
dsellings, berms aid fences, which
was almost universal. As indicative
of the carrying force of the wind, a
coat was picked up on a farm in this
eounty which, front papers in the
pockets, is known to have been blown
from Padueah, over 100 miles away.
Barber Duroos' Good Luck.
Ticket No. 12,122 drew the second
capital prize of $100,000 in the
January drawing of the Louisiana
State Lettery. One-twentieth of
this ticket was held by Cornelius N.
Demme who wss found yesterday by
a Sun reporter at his barber shop.
103 Joseph Campau avenue. "I
received the $5,0u0 through the
Atneriean Exprees Co., and it came
to me like a God mead," said time
fortueate man. I held the ticket
absolutely aud no one was eutitled to
a division of the prize as has been
reported. The money I will invest
iu real estate.--Detroit Mich.) Sun,
February 9.
VIE 1 ()RNA lltre WORK.
STORM IN JEI l'EltsON VILLE,
Great Damage Done nod Bell) Great ly
Needed.
LOUIS VI April 2.-Out of about
eighty houses destroyed by the torna-
do in Jeffersonville, the owners of
four-fifths of this number are poor
people, whose little home!. were their
only pOlifiel4810De. All of the homeless
ones have been giveu shelter by their
more fortunate neighbors, but tile
situation over there ham been much
under-estimated and it is a mietake
to suppose that no assistance ie
needed in the little city across the
river. In the blocks between Market
and Front, and Mulberry and Fort
nearly every home is ruined and the
inmates lost the most of their furni-
ture. ,Some of them succeeded in
saving only the clothing they wore
upon their backs. Since the terrible
accident occurred Dan Phipps has
fed and given shelter to thirteen
families. John Ferguson, grocer,
has provided for an equal number.
A meeting of the Commereial Club
was held at the city hall !eel night
and speeches favoring the asking for
outside assistance were made. Thus
far subscriptious to the amount of
only about $250 have been sent in.
TRAIL OE THE TORNADO.
ST. LoU1S, April 2.-Information
from a part of the tornado swept re-
gion of Southern Illinois and Ken-
tucky is to the effect that fifteen
families in the bay bottoms near Gol-
eonda, Ill., were rendered homeless
and most of their members injured.
The storm literally swept growing
wheat from the ground. Ten dwell-
inge were utterly wrecked and all
barns and out houses destroyed.
Several hundred head of cattle were
scattered and most of them are
known to have been killed. In
Livingston cow. .y, Ky., directly
across the Ohio River from
Golconda, Jaeob eehmvab had
his farm house blown away, his
barns wrecked, and himself carried
200 feet, thwhed against a tree,
mangled beyond recognition and died
'instantly. The house of William
Bell was torn to pieceme hie furniture
bloWn into the river five !lilies away.
his barn demolished, e!ock killed.
awl of his family of five every one
had an arm or leg broken or was
otherwise iojured.
N EA R LA IS :OW, K Y.
Gt aseow, KY., April 2.-The news
just received from the lower part of
this and Allen counties is that the
tornado of Thureday night did im-
mense damage in that section. For
ten miles beyond Barren River and
five miles on this side% a total of
fifteen miles, the storm swept ever;,--
thing before it, itst_track extending
in width from 500 yards in some
places to a half mile in others:
Seventeen lives in all are said to
have been lost In Allen county.
April Ad.
Visit t:ie queen city of the Alleghe-
nies, prettiest, thriftest, and most
cosmopolitan town in the country of
its size. From crude ores and seed
cotton, see the manufacture of iron
and cotton throbgh their various
ramilicatious to equipped railroad
cars and coaches, pipes, foundry
products, domeetic and cotton goods
by the largest factories In the South.
A thrifty aud far-seeing public has
been quick to penetrate with rail-
roads such valuable fields, and Annie-
ton is the central point. The Annie-
ton City Laud Co., under the admin-
istration of Col. J. M. McKelroy as
preeident and Mr. S. E. Cassino,
have contracted the wealth and
eitizenehip of two sections and made
a coemopolitan eity, extending
liberal inducements to nmanufastur-
ersteelearget toorossmt oanl
Ala., make a
judicious investment and have
transportation refunded.
The following is the full text of Mr.: HALEY'S .`.! ILL, KY., April/I.-The! Scratched 28 Yearsll
Thorise'leepiwch in sueport of his to- ; eaw mine that were moved here re-
baetes bill before the Senate com- eently are doing' a good leartiuess, and
lititece: :114Ily of our citizens are preparing
I am toe Mr. Chairman, as 1•It &alit :cents:nee..
the re•sresentativeof any corporation Miss Vie. uratidy opened school
W. 1* Theme's Speech.
or ID aopoly. They do not need tuy
hel they can take care of Ment-
or' !tim. It is time poor and the moue).-
le who ueeti protection from these
go :at monopolies and warehouses who '
etuct a tribute of ten pounds of their
hard ranting,. for the privilege of
, passing over the threitholds of their
warehouses, the owners of which
claim they are the friends of the ferm-
ent anti welters, and to that end, and
to subserve this laudable pursuit,
have given $100 each to join a society
is lei exclueive in its provisioun
as not to allow any one the privilege
of memberehip, except he be a ware-
houseman or Luyer.
Titty claimeto have allied them-
selves *Rh the enemy of the farmer
to proteet his interest, and say if we
lessen time fees charged against the
seller, we will drive thent to a market
where they are permitted to pay high
feese.autt contribute ten pounds out
of eaeli luarshead of tobacco, a thing
I do not believe. I contend that if
we cheapen the cost of selling in Louis-
ville, the tobacco that now goes else-
where will seek that city, and aug-
ment the market at least one third.
I beg the attention of the committee
to these two facts: There were sold
last year in Louisville, to say noth-
ing of other markets iu Kentucky,
132,000 hogsheads, from which was
deducted ten pound,. each, making
1,3:11,000 lbs of tobacco, the hard earn-
ings of the poor farmers, for which
they did not get one cent, and which,
if sold at the low price of live cents a
pound, wouid amount to $66,000; and
out of this number of hogitheads there
were 30,000 rejected, out of which,
when resold, other samples of ten
pounds each were takeu, making
300,0(0 at five cents, equal to $15,000,
making net money toiled for all sum-
mer lOtiff by these poor people who
pay the freight on it and deliver it to
them free of charge, aud for what
purpoi.e? Simply to enrich the rich,
and make the poor textrer.
This other fact, aud I will close: I
fail to see the justice and equity in
the rule of warehouses that requires
the farmer to pay the rejection fees
on the rich tobacco buyer's rejections.
If the Committee can find the equity
in making these poor men pay a rich
Englishman's agent $2 premium for
his breaking his contract in the pur-
chase of a hogshead of tobacco, I
would be obliged if they would call
my attention to it. I can't Kee any
of the inequity of that provision of
my bill that simply requires the fer-
nier to pay rejeetion fees on tobacco
he rejects, and the buyer pay the fees
on his own rejections.
I have the utmost confidence in the
'Reside, and iu this Committee who I
am satisfied do not ask the Board of
Trade to shape legislation. You are
fresh from the people, and are expect-
ed to legislate for the people, and in
a way that will be of benefit to the
greatest number. To that end I
plead with you in behalf of the toil-
ing thoutiands in Kentucky who have
to labor through the heat and burden
of the summer long; the half-clad,
poorly-fed, burefootrd, women and
children who raise tobacco; not for
these rich gentlemen who are ele-
gantly dressed with dianmoude in their
scarfs, that resemble a head-light on
a locomotive, aud are able to join a
society ;the ntobacco Board of Trade,,
the membership in which coats $1a1.
Pass this bill, and protect the weak
against the strong, and let the labor-
ing Mall ray, notwithetanding the elo-
quent plea of my friend Glover, aud
the entreaties of the English buyers,
this committee sat like etonewall
het ween the "fitment of Trade" anti
the people, like so many great reser-
voirs upou the mountain top drinking
in the dews of heaven, rtendiug them
forth among the hills anti hollows,
elothitig even tiie tobacco patch iu
glory.
From halloayette.
LAFA ETTE, Kv., April Ist.-W.
D. Moos, an old and respected citizen
of our neighborhood, died yesterday
at 2 p. m. lie will be hurried at 11
a to-morrow morning. Uncle
Brodie will le III 'Meet:. I extend
to time bereaved family my heartfelt
sympat liy. Ewe:.
Articles of Incorporation
OF Tit E SOUTH KENTUCKY BUILDING
AND WAN ASSOCIATION.
This Indenture, this day made and enteredInto liy arid between E. 1'. Campbell, H. c.Gant. E. li. Long, F. W Dabney M. ('Forbes, W. F. Patton and J. Edgar Me flier-
tWi nemeth: That the said parties do here-
5b3).0assiociate themselves and their associates
RA a body poll, ie end corporate, under chapter
:Cot the General Statutro of Kentucky, andall the amendlie tits thereto. under the eorprerate nanie arid style of "The South KentuckyBuilding and team Asseelation." Said col -condi m khan have perpetual succeattion, andthe right arid power to contract and he con-trai•ted with in all respecte KM a natural per-can or may do; to sui• and he sued, pleadand be impleaded In any court; to buy, team,.and convey any real and perremal imtate
tor the iturporresot making good a debt duethe eorporel ion and also On- ettlee purposes.
1st. l'he names of the rorporators and themon• of the corporation hereby created andformed, are as motive stated. and the principalrimer 11( bu-iness shall be sit Hopkineville,
1.111 /4111I1 county. Kentucky. and they ma.)
estabilidi local or advisory board. elsewherein or out of Kentuery to ald in transactingI he business of said corporation.
lki. They may adopt and have a commonseal and alter the same at pleasure
;41. The general nature of the business ofsaid corpoiation shall he that which usualin Building end Loan Associatione, includ-ing the enabling Ito sm•nibers. by Kure nodprofitable invest tuents, to build homes, -prmee and accumulate property; ate' withthat view this item:elation tinny accumulatefunds by receiving 1nm/diluent. 0/1 .1141191otmock or otherw Ise and ti take loan. or ad anee
menta to its shareholders, tin real estate se-cu4rtlitLy
hide°Cnaiptist aol‘'Siti4 Ic"a•ku.t horised to be is-
sued shall be five million 1101 ars .to Le divided into Miry thousand (.50,turshares of one hundred dollere, Oleo OU each
and to be nald in by ))))) dhly, quarterly oret:aril-annual installmente in such manner asshall be provided he the hy-lawii. The striekshall n be acceemible above the ametunt pro-hied by tne by-laws to mature the snick.r in the death of a shareholder all 6lImmi cred-ited to him on account of stock, 'Amy be re-turned to his or her legal representative, to-gettier with interest at the rate of six pereent Unl per annum' fr  time of payment IA/the date of death of the stockholder. Anyamount paid in bv a shareholder on accountof stock shall not fie forfeited, but when ehartehoiden, fail or refuse to pay their installment.,
10/11111,q, '911 days thee, after dedueting from
111C 141110Uot paid in, MIC11 fines and awes.-
1.11.111S Ms nifty be due fr  such defaulter,tie balance remaining to ids or her credit,shall go to purchase • much paid up one f,es the sum will pay tor, whieh stock shall Leder•rned matured when the serial number',lie*, to It ',hall have mutured. Certilieteesof stack shall only be transferrable In proemor ity attorne3 on the books of the 'varied's-t
5th. 'rite buolnere of the mole-oration shall
lie emultieted by a President, 1,1•-1'11,111e111,
141.111.1111 Manager, Secretary R11,1 Treasurer.rind a HIM ol set. em7,1iirect ,re,which Hoardmay be inereemel to eleven AI. who shall bestoek holders. The illrotrporators nanted shell
1.11ii., if lite tile first Board of Directura. and
shall hold ;Mice until their /MCC/1001N shall
I, duly elected and qualified. At the expire-i, ot the find ,e•ars' burl ueas, and annuallytherearter, the lioard of Director,. shall, bylot, tide therieselves into two eltsnex, thefir.t elms tit te.nsed of a niajorily, who eita IIeon t nue in ornee.t he eee,,041 class tIpe0111.1311
the minority,w tense knit t herb%
terminate, and OR 111C firm Tuescin, Antal.and on tie sane any annually thereaf-ter. the stoektoldont shall elect imeresiors to
the Directors, w mese term. shall have. spited
as above previa, cl. The Directors shall eleetannually front 11111011R 111C111.1.1vem a Presi-dent. Vice- Pre ideal and t:eneriil Manager,
but Oe Secretary and Treasurer fluty he
elected frem among the stockholders, and the
',Mee of Secretary and Treasurer may he held
hy the saine pet 1.011. Bond, With good and
approted riccurity, ehall he require.' 1/1 alloil-leers and agents of the corporation who
,r.,71.• have the custody of ifs fund., 11011 for She
f ail hful performance of tle• itib,•itil duties of
The Board of Directors shall fill all vacan-
cies in ofifee and eppoint such other agents,trustees or movants ilk they n ay deem ne-
cessary for the trettstiet ion of the busiliee. of
the corporation, a t.ti prescrits• their duties,
flx their compeneation and provide for Its
payment. The 11111111:11 C1191100 (if °Meer*Isbell be held at such time and place, and in
such manner as shall be provided by the by-
laws, aud 11/11 such elections each orlinre of
Mock shall be entitled to one vote, and Mock-
hoiden, may vote by written proxy.
et h. Said corporation shall imminence tiu-
Ones,' on and after April IM, 14M. and termi-
nate t wenty-flve :25) years I her,after, unless
sooner dissolved by the corneal, of a majority
of the stockholders, to Ire ascertained at any
R11110111 elect Ion of officers.
7111. The 'Attired amount of indebtedneen
to which the corporation shall at tiny time
subject itself, eliall not excerel fifty ill per
cent. of ite paid up capital stock.
6th. The pia ate property of the stock hold-
eurnshaihilatitel.be exempt from corporate cleitts and I
tith. Mehl corporet ion, Iry content of a Ine-
jority of its Director*, shed! have power to
pane all necesaary mice and mettle-
t14.11.4 for the promvad ion of its imsinems and
allairs, not in conflict the constitutjon
tied by-lawir of the I 'tilted States and of the
Siete of Kentueky.








a; Writes ochool house Monday with
a goodly number in attendance.
Mies Jennie Barnes is spending
swveral weeks with her sister, Mrs
Chas. Spaulding, of the Maeedenis
neighborhood.
Miss Nelia Grasitly will open a se-
lect school at Old White Plains, Mon-
day, 7th of April. This will be the
sixth Session for this young lady at
the above named place.
The windstorm of last week did
considereitle damage in time way of
tearing down barns and out-houses,
and scattering fetters in every di-
rection.
The young people eujoyed a socia-
ble at the residence of Mr. Thomas
West lasetiat u rd ay .
Miss Bermice Hale, after about re-
covering from &severe attack of la-
grippe,fel I from hershair unconscious
her face coming in contact with a bed
of hot coals. She is suffering very
much. It is thought the burn is not
deep, and hopes are entertained of
her recovery. SUNSET.
•
Ladies HAIM Tried It.
A number of my lady customers
have tried "Mothers Friend," and
would not be without for many times
its cost. They recommend it to all
who are to become mothers. R. It .
PAYNE, Druggist, Greenville Ala.
Write The Bradfield Rep. Co., Atlan-
tis, Ga., for further particulars. Sold
by all druggists.
Notice.
Secretaries of Sub-Unions through-
out the county who are still working
under the old "Wheel" charter, will
please forward to H. C. Brown, assis-
tant State Secretary, Clinton, KY.!
name of organization, number'of old
charter, names of prevent officers,
P. 0. address of Secretary and Presi-
dent, accompaning the sante with




F. dr L. U.
Young Johnson, S. B. R. R.:
After trying many remedies, I pro-
bounce 'Oweu's Pink Mixture' the
best for teething childreti." For sale -
Christian Circuit Court
MARCH TERM IttAri.
Bcdr eovcred with scales. Iteking
rribtt Sue •,rilr = eagles a o re-
Lle,ters azd so* fall ;
hnuedil y s axed I)/ Lutteura at a coat \
or $5.
Cured by Cuticura
If I hied known of the erriccutA
t My-eight 3 ears aro it would hate
6111(91 MC ',Mau itwo hundred do'L rii) and
an immense amount of suffering. My dis-
ease 'mooring's 1.0111111VII,R1 Oil Illy head in a
not larger than ay. Ill. It INVISAI rapidly allot er n,y body awl get under my nein. The
mettles would drop off or me all the time, and
my •tifferleg ioc endive. en e Mena relief
One thonaited dollars mould not tempt nu- to
have this .iisea 4. over &rein. I am a ; oor
but fee. rich III be relieved°, what acme of the
doctor+ id was lepnoyieone ringwr rrr,aeo-
r taste. etc. I took ...and ... Sarstapterilla.ov-
er one year snit a huff. hut no cure. I went
t WO or hree doctors, and e ore. can-
not praise t het' FT te U RA RAN [DI Natal ID urn
They have mad- my akin as clear and free
,rom scabs as a babe's. All I used of them
were t !tree boxes of C r IA, and three bot-
tles of l't*TIct'itA IttimiLV ZEIT, and t WO rake'
Of CUTICII'm mow it if yet: had been here
and said you woo d have cured IIIC for IWO 00.
you would have had the money. I looked
like the picture in your book of peones('
ctecturenumbertwo, "How to core nein
Diseases"), but 110W I am at clear ao sinv per-
anu.sver was. Through force of habit I rub
my hands over niy arms end legs to wretch
ouce in a while, but to no per, tree. I urn all
well. I wet/relied twenty-eight years, and It
got to be a • Ind of secoad na.ure to me. I
thank yen a thousand times.
HENN m Dow?: NO, Waterbury. Vt.
Cuticura Resolvent
The New Blo.sil and Skin purifier and purestend best of /Junior Remedies. internally, e net
cent leo the great Skin Cure, and et Tit
RA etner, an Exquieite Skin beantifier. rs-
tt•rnally. speedily, and permanent]) cur:: ey-ery %Dement/I' itching, burning, scaly, crust- d.
pimply. scrofulous, and hereditary dims es
and hu s of the skin. evalp and Motets ith
Iola of hair front pimples to scrofula.
Sold everywhere Price, Cr A: .111C •
feo•P, 251; kicsoLvzor, $1. Prepared liy the
PfrrTna tau]: •ND Cif ILO leAL
Hostton
gui..f4end for "Ilow to Cure Skin Iliseas-
es," 64 pages, 51 illustrations, and 101.1 testi-
nion
FsimPl.F.M. black-heads, chapped and oilylow skim prevented by CUTICUILA Mato-
CATIO 50•IP.
%.$# la epe agnate the Cati.-
......A oars 11.prt1-1.ain Plaster re-it...es r 'pitman, , .,.: . hip.
kidney. etteet, ellii Illw.cular





Office: Over Kelley's Jewelry Store,
HOPKINSVILLE. KY.
LAND FOR SALE.
210 acres of land near Belleview
Ky., 110 acres cleared, 100 acres well-
timbered. This place ham good im-
provements on it and is well-a tered.
le'situated in a good neighb. ood,
convenient to schools ana chu.o tee,
and is 2ti miles from Gracey, a eepot
on the I. A. dr. T., railroad. For
further particulars sipply to,
no,6tf. W. T. Wieeteusoar.
by all druggist.
A Good Suggeetion.
EDITOR NEW KRA :-Now that it
has been finally determined to hold a
Constitutional Convention and peo-
ple are looking around for men who
are suited to sit in that convention
from our own coenty, I wish to call
their attention to a man who is in
every way fitted to represent Chris-
tia&county. I allude to Mr. Thomas
Green. Mr. Green hae never been a, of time aired b law.candidate for office. The people of A eolvaitt est , t... M. BROWN, Clerk.
his district elected him Justice of the J°1'11 • PAYNE'Attorney for Petit Innen,.
Peace without his eollcitation, and 
his record am a county official is clean Christil Court if C3111111and unspotted. He is a successful
into". Susan E. Fuqua, ere, afarmer and a liberal-minded,
W. J. Fuqua, Dert. 
; Notice to CreditorsTM.
gent gentleman. All the interests of
Christian county would be safe iu
his hands, and I urge his name upon
the people of this county.
L. RITTER
and Exparte.
E. F. RITTERThi. day came John W. Payne, attorney fo:
tile petitioners C. L. Ritter and E. F. Rittet
his wife, and with leave of the court fl sk;
their ex parte petition in equity. praying that
the pet I (loner E. F. Ritter be ern, owered by
decree of said court to use and enjoy, sell and
convey for her own tube and benefit any prop-
erty ehe may own or acqiiire. free from the
claims or deb:a of husband, (•. L. bitter, to
make contras:le sue and be sued at; a ',Ingle
woman. to trade in her own name and (Re-
pose of ber property hy deed or will. It is
therefore niered that a eopy hereof be pub-
lished lo the Kentucky New Era, a r ewspa-
per published in Hookinsville for the length
on Pleat.
In pursuance of an order entered herrin on
the 1st day of April 145), I hereby notiCY tbeeredlitors of rho.. J. Fitque, deed. to file with
nie on OT before the ist day of May niao, their
claims verified •ccording to law.
ilt NTEN oon.
FARM ER• April 1, 1300. Master Commiesioner.
CASTORIA
' +1,10•',4.* '
for Infa-'s and Children.
"Castor's% is Rowell adapted to chikiren that Castori• curm Colic, Constipstion,II moommeoa it...superior to any preannpahon hour StomaeL. Inairrhrea. Eruetsuou,
Tills Worna, gives sleep, and promotes di-known to me." H. A. Azores, M. D.,
Ill So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y. Wit=jurions medicstioa.
Tea CETTAC1 Coors's, 77 Murray street, N. Y.
%axe Mixiipcorixitaa.?
THE PLACE FOR BARCAINS.
Never in the history of our business have we
been able to offer as large and at-
tractive btock of
Staple and Fancy Dry Goods,
As we eau show our friends this Spring. We have left nothing out iu
Our Dress Coods and Trimming Department,
But have added everything that is New in Imported Novelties in all the
newest shades, in fact the books do not contain all that
we are able to,show this Spring. In
White Goods, Flouncingi Laces & Embroideries,
We defy any house in the West to show a larger stock
and meet our pricer,. In
Hosiery, Cloves and Handkerchiefs.
W'e have everything that is new, not one Novelty has been left out.
Our Yankee Notion Department.
le complete in every sense, even months of hard study could not have
suggested one thing more. Every Novelty in Ladies and Gentlemen's
Neckwear that all the books contain can be found in our house both Impor-
ted and Dontelitic. Out-
Carpet, Rug and Lace Curtain Room
Will be one of tile most attractive departments., of our store this Spring.
Every new pattern and colorings will meet your eye as you approach the
room, Matting and Rugs in endless varieties. A full line of Emerson's





CORNER LIBERTY s and EIGHTH STREET&
Repairing of--
Engines, Boilers, Threshers,
SAW MILLS AND MILLINC MACHINERY
-A SPECIALTY  
A full Supply ot
BRASS AND STEAM FITTINGS.
"Perfection" Elevator l'urifyiDg Pumps,
Cistern Topa Tobacco Screws, Etc.
Charges Reasonable and work guaranteed.








Pullman Buffet Sleeping Cars
r5011 AND TO
LOUISVILLE. MEMPHIS. N'ICICSIBURG,




New York. Philadelphia, baitimore.
Washington, Norfolk. Old Point Comfort.
Riehmood. Buffalo, Cleveland,
Toledo, Chicago, I ediaoapolls.
Cincinnati.. ouleville,
EASTERN & NORTHWESTERN POINTS
AND
Memphis, N'icksbung. Baton Rouge. New
Orleans, Mobile. Little Hoek, Hot Springs,
and pAnt., to WesCrenueasee. Texas,
Arkansas, Mississippi. Louisiana, sod
THE SOUTH ISND sot-THWEST.
• No. 1. No z-,..
Stations. DOT Es. Mall Ex.
Centre City  Ly.12:0pga 41.410 ma
Mercer rim Ala
eireenVIIIC  1:11611 6:17
I ionion   1:11I 11:25
klicNary lali te3e
Bat eniport   11111 6:C
Willa- Plains  1M2 ll'ai
Nort"nvIlle  1;41 dali
st . i•hariee '7:12
Dawson .   2:15 7in
Montg-imerys  2:11 '7:47
ficottsburg ... ........  2d8 7:14
Princeton .. ..... ... 0:46 6-65
, No. IL No. 2.
Stations. Mali Ex. Day Ex.
Princeton ... ..... Lv. 4 di INV 13 $16 ant
.... 410 11:15
Montgoenerys. , 4:4I 11111
Aragon  , tits uds
Sit. Charles. • 5:16 111:M1
Nortonvilie,  15111 11:12 pas
15:111 12:15
Vikilte P111.11111,  5:C 11:27
Bakereport,  5:48 11:a5
McNary,  6:511 12:14
Gordon  11135 11:64
Greenville,  1:15 1:65
Mercer,   411 1:15
Central City, Ar. ale pm 115
No.4.
Day Ex.
Central City, Lv. 5:00 1145
The line is thoroughly equipped drat-
class condition, and provides aa t im-
murement in Mae aad th Ow A
FEATURE Is thatikaie sad Oa-
cured be the LimlloiXipsoos OELT
A NIG/IT'S RIDS Safi
Memphis, and ths east ot=tesit arose
between the two cities ever
For Lowest Rates, Time Tables, aod all de-
sired information apply to
GEO. MAGUNDER, Agent
NoRToNVILLE, kY.







A tract of land eltuateel at Crofton,
Ky., conts.initg 120ncres, 10 acres in-
side of corporate limits of Crofton,
80 acres cleared and under a good
fence, sod 40 acres in good timber.
Good dwelling and all necessary out-
buildings and large sheddecl barn
suitable for tobecco or stock. A well
of lasting water convenient to house
and barn. Will sell at a bargain.
A tirst-class business house for sale
on reasonable terms, situated on S.
E. Cor. of 9th and Clay Sus., Hop-
kinsville, Ky.
A farm of 125 acres, situated 1 ti
miles eouth from Hemkineville, Ky..
on Cox Mill road. Improvement.,
good. 115 acres cleared and 10 feces
inFtnimr sbealre. lots in Stites' addition to
Hopkinsville, Ky. These lots are
well located and are situated west
and east of R. R. ;rack.
McPherson lois situated on south
side of 15th St., hnokinavillo Ky.
11 desirable lots for sale. Situated
on east side of Clartreville St.., in
Hopkinsville, Ky.. beringing to the
NVallace heirs, and beeig a pare of
Sharp addition to the city of Hop-
A farm of 105 acres 3 miles ease of
Crofton, all limennne land, well tru-
prt)ved, sell at a tetrgaii .
400 acres of land ts nlles south of
Hopkinsville, Ky., fo- *ale. Im-
provement good and land first-class.
Terme reasonabh
dwellings on Elr" Str.et for sale.
soli " •* "
" East Of Berloarwensv"ilie •St., ;or
ale.
dwelliug west side of Virg..inlit 130t.
Bu'ildingelislotts w"ell"located In any
part of the city.
3 dwellings on Elm St. at a bargain.
1 dwelling on Eaot Linertv Street,.
1 dwelling on East side of Virginia St.
1 dwelling near Clarkirville St.
1 dwelling on West side of S. Vir. St.
1 residence on N. Bryan St. Hop-
kinsville, Ky.. 6 rooms and ad neces-
sary out-buildings. Terms easy.
1 residence on NN'est side of "North
Main St., Hopkinsville. Ky., 6 rooms
and all necessary out-buildings.
Will sell at a bargain. '
FOR RENT.
1 dwelling o,n, Cloitmh apubediel iSatriroville st.
I
" South side ntff St.tt
" Elm St.
5 room house east side Jessup Av-
enue. Price $11.50 per month.
Means place situated% on east side
North Main St. Large lot with sta-
ble.
Poindexter place situated on west
side of South Main St. Large house,
servants rooms and stable.
5 room house. Tenth and Clarks-
ville street. Price $12 per month.
Feta RENT-A neat house and lot
on oorner of Liberty and 10th Sts.
INSURANCE.
We write all classes of fire
and tornado insurance,. and
prompt settlements in case
of loss. Real estate bought
and sold on commission.
Loans negotiated, houses
rented and rents collected;
property listed with us for
sale advertised free of charge
to owner.
CalliS Walace
prOftiee in roome lately occu-
pied by poet-office








at 15 cents a drink call at
Beer, or Rye Whisky 12 years
For the Choicest Wines, Liet
R. B. HALL'S i
NEXT DOOR TO NEW ERA. ,
I will treat you fair and epp
ciate your patronage. Bourbon Wh s-
ky, red or white, $1 50 to $4 00 r
or 50c. per quart up.
Free Lunch at all Hours.;
Public Notice.




Notice iii hereby given that W. T. Itadforti,F. IA'. Dabney. John W. Mcl'henvin, J. li.
Ware, il. II. Kelly, John Pye, H. W. Tilde,James A. Radford, Rile,v Ely, Andrew gat-acIrt, W. 0. Maisie and Ed NI alker have 14-.orlated themaelvee Inset ber, under the eor-MIM I! mune of the H. n. (Yarns" Drug co.,and the principol pia,. of husidfies Hopk int-yi .1e, E 3 . The nat1/ re of the busineso, of thecorporation is the compounding and selling
t I drugs, medicines and all other articles id.
uall3 kept for sale in neall drug ston*. TheI. IT1011111 of capital stork 101/11014266d Is $111.01111)
ti141111 $1:11110 paid in. The AA id eorponit ion -gall 6110111e6111 011 (heti day 111 Frti , Pole, athe •flairo of the corporation to be conductby • Preldriet.t. Seeretery and Tresieurer arida Bonn! of Isirertors, elected Yeti. it WA, and
to he annually elected on that day. nu.highest amount of indebtedness to istaleh t heectrivrtnelon is at any time oieulde,a 'Meld:4#1,11110. The private properly of the















ENEWEIL.k.1 Mr. It. P. Stevens left this morning;for Paducah, in resp
—rteLtgram announcing thlittD By— W. 1:01 Gooch has accepted a Jelin Ateil)011 10 Fluild a liandeutueonly sister, Miss Bell
Is. Era P-iifing and Addish ng  tiOU With Mr. Cohen.
Patitleah. 'lake had been very .ifi or 
Ilrick nueiress Bleck on \Rah
sLandreth'e Fresh Garden Seed et eonsuseption for eevern1 mouths and Street.
Hooset. & her death was hot tinexpeeted. 'Miss .
4.,thei College Foal/es & Rom Begirt Work on VOUS*
4.4. 0 I class matter.
 Kelly's.
• "*".• Dr. MeDavitt, °nice 
ov,•1 sievells " n:
Reeitleneee. Geller Build-while the institution was under Prof.i
Alexander's charge. She has fre- I 
• Mips In Comemplatleas
queutly visited here since that time The advent of favorable weather
and had many warm friends who will inaugurate a building boom
will regret to learn of her death. which will Le unprecedented in
Miss Stevens was a meniber of the the history of Hopkineville. The
e bestq y or t ii • ) ) itaut chrietian Ntorker. Four broth-
for vale by H. HOPPER. 
/ era survive her, to whom 'patty
Dr. J. A. Southall, over First Nat'l
BOOM IN BUILDING.
St A YEAR.
Fridikv, April 4, 1890. Please call on Forbes & Bro., betore
buying your awnings. di wk.
Club Rates. Go to Thompson & Meador for wall
t e will furnish the Weekly NEW paper, and house furnishing goods.
ESA and any of the publications •


















Mors is Cohen has returned from
the East.
Dr. T. P. Allen, of St. Elmo, Ky.,
was in the city Tuesday.
Miss Matti. Cohen has returned
from New York City.
Mr. James Jessup, of the Fairview
vicinity, spent yesterday in. the city.
Mr. L. H. Petree, of Trenton, spent
Sunday with his father's family.
Mrs. -P. F. Rogers, was called to
Crofton Sunday by the illness of her
grand-child.
Mr. Jim. Moseley, a prominent
farmer, of Fairview vicinity, was in
the city to-day.
Was Carrie Winfree, of Cask:c, iii
spending the week with Judge W. P.
Winfree's
Dr. Wilbur Stirman, of Owensboro,
spent Sunday in the city on pro-
fessional business.
M!se Mamie Fox has returned from
an extended visit to relatives in
Northern Kentucky.
Mrs. S. W. Martin left Sunday for
Mendelson, where she has accepted
a pesitiou with Roach St Snell.
Hon. H. B. Clark, of Frankfort,
returned home Saturday to attend
the funeral of his sou-in-law Mr. J.
Q. Mel lehee.
Mrs. Nannie M. Grisaam, who has
been visiting friends and relatives in
Princeton and Dawsou, returned
Tuesday
Mrs. Ida Kane has resigned her po-
sition with A. A. Metz and has gone
to Henderson where she will make
her future home.
Mists. Linnie Lander returned home
Sunday, after a three weeks visit in
Springfield. Mr. Jack Lander and
daughter, of Trenton, came down
Saturday to visit his mother, who is
very ill.
Mr. James Wilson, who has been
conducting the branch CORIttlissioll
house at this place of George E. Fox,
of Evansville, Ind., has resigned his
position here and accepted one as
travelling agent for Messrs. Menden-
hall it Co.,of Evansville. Mr. Frank
Guyce will now conduct the business
of the cormuiseion-houee here.
Rheumatism
Is undoubtedly caused by lactic acid
in the blood. This acid attacks the
fibrous tissues, and causes the pains
and aches in the back, shoulders,
knees, ankles, hips, and wrists.
housands of people have found in
Hood's eargaparilla a positive cure
for rheumatism. This medicine, by
its purifying action, neutralizes the
acidity of the blood, and also builds
up and itreugthens the whole body.
•••
Dropped Dead.
Luke Nockton an aged and res-
pected citizen living in the Eastern
suburb. of the city dropped dead at
his home this morning of heart (las-
rare.
•is ea.
Hood's Sareaparilla cures catarrh
by expelling impurity from the
brood, which is the cause of the
complaint. Give it a trial.
LOCAL STORM NOTES.
When the story of the storm is
written, when the details of its hor-
rors, its wrecks and its ruins are re-
corded, it will be found unparalelled
in history. Hundreds of people are
mangled and dead, bruised and muti-
lated, thousands of homes are destroy-
ed, miles of country are wasted and
desolated, millions of property is in
ruoins. Death, desolation and disas-
ter, are left in the track of the storm.
Our own county and vicinity have
suffered greatly. Many homes in
Christian County have been destroyed
fields are laid waiste, forests are tan-
gled and destroyed, fences and barns
scattered and wrecked. But great as
is our Buttering and Gur loss, it is as
nothing compared with that of Louis-
ville, Jeffersonville and other cities.
From our own suffering and sorrow
our hearts go out to those who.. af-
Bietiou is deeper, whose grief more
intense than ours.
Reports received from various sec-
tions of the county show that the
damage to property will be enormous,
even beyond the most extravagant
calculations. In the Sinkine Fork
vicinity houses,barns,fences and tim-
ber were destroyed. A colored church
was lifted from its foundations and
overturned. On the farm of Dr.
Wood every structure, including resi-
dence, was totally destroyed.
In the northern portion of the coun-
ty to the right of Crofton the damage
was heavy. Scarcely a barn is left
standing and the fencing is swept
away.
In South Christian little damage
was done further than the destruc-
tion of a large amount of timber, a few
fences and several formes.
No returns have yet been received
from the county East of this city. It
is thought, however, that this section
did not suffer very greatly.
The tent covering the carousal
swing on Sixth street was blown
down by the storm of Thursday night
entailing a loos of $300 upon its own-
ers.
The old blacksmith shop on Fifth
street, which was partially destroyed
Thursday night, fell to the ground
Friday evening and is now a wreck.
Tbere is a care of scrofula here that ham
nteaded very fast under the treatment of
Bull's sarsaparilla, sherall other treatment
failed to do the man anv good I ale; know
.,(a case of piles that EMU's sareaperi lia cut ed.
Jo carter' of whites and womb diseases it has
proven Itself tile Mist medicine to give quIck
rellef.—John J. Cooke V. D.. Mt. Vernon,
We beg leave to call the attention
of our readers to a new publication
known as the Confederate Veteran
Magazine, publiobed at Atlanta, (Is.,
by the Confederate Veteran Printing
Company. We have seen several
copigrand can say that they are
very iureresting. Would cordially
recommend it to our readers. There
is, and has been great nee41 for such
a publication since the itivowack has
passed into hands that are not friend-
ly to the Southland. The Hopper
Brothers are the agents in this place
and all who wish to subscribe, can
call on them and do so. Prof. F'.
McCartly, of Uniontown, Ky., a
stockholder in the company, is in
the,city and le taking quite a num-
ber of subscriptions.
H. T. Wood, druggist at Forest
City, Ark.. says: ' "Owen's Pink
Mixture' saved my baby's life while
suffering from diarrhcea and summer
complaint.
Bank. Telephone office and residence.
I Renshaw & Brasher, furniture
I dealers and undertakers. w-tf
Mr. Charles McKee is very sick at
his home near (*spiky Station.
George Duguid was titled $5.00 in the
city court this morning for breach of
peace.
'Miss Lillie Price commenced her
school near Edwards' Miji last Mon-
day with quite a large atteudance.
Lee Harris, successor to Kraver &
Harris, will gen you ketter whiskey
and wines for the money than any
house in Hopkinsville.
The burned dletrict on Ninth street
near the depot is being cleared of the
debris, preparatory to the erection of
new business houses.
Miss Alice Hayes has rust received
her new stock of millhaery goods and
takes pleasure in asking her many
friends to call and examiue saine.
di twit
The trial of William Driver and Ed.
iliggine charged with breach of pestle
has been coutiuued to Saturday at
10 o'clock.
Lee Harris, successor to Kraver &
Harris, is selling whiskey lower than
ever by the gallon. (live him a call
Hopkineville, Ky. .
An infant child of Mr. and Mrs.
William Rogers died at the residence
of its parents, yesterday evening,
near Crofton, Ky.
Dr. E. F. Bsckley, the veterinary
surgeon, has arrived from Chicago
with his family and has taken rooms
at the Southern Hotel.
Lee Harris, successor to Kraver &
Harris is offering special induce-
ments in all kinds of liquors, give
him a call.
The flue saddle stallion recently
purchased by Mr. It. H. Holland at
Nashville, arrived e'unclay and is
now quartered at the Park.
The County Court will convene on
Monday April 7. The Court of
Claims will follow on the tenth. The
Justices will have their hands full
next week.
Judge anti Mrs. Joe McCarron
welcomed to their home Sunday a
new son. The young gentleman is
reported to be large, well-developed
and well-formed.
The plot of Mrs. S.E.Giraud'estory
hich Is to appear shortly is laid
principally in Christian county.
Hopkineville and Clarksville are
both theaters of important action in
the story.
Mrs. It. W. Vaughan died at four
o'clock Wednesday at her home near
Sinking Fork, in the fifty-first year
of her age. She had been ill but a
short time, and the immediate cause
of her death was heart disease.
Call on Lee Harris, successor to
Kaver & Harris, for good whiskey,
wines and all kind of Liquors and
see how cheap he is selling hid goods.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Lee Harris, suceessor to Kraver &
Harris, gets his whiskey direct from
headquarters and he can sell his
goods as cheap by the gallon as
others have to pay for same by the
barrel.
The little children of Mr. mid Mrs
John Blythe, who came Ito near dying
Saturday afternoon from the effects
of polk root eaten by mistake are
much better and are thought to be
out of danger.
The March term of the Circuit
Court closed at noon to-day and the
weary servants of the State will rest
a while from its cares and responsi-
bilities. The docket was cleaned,
the number of cases disposed of being
unusually large.
Sheriff West left Tuesday for
Frankfort with Willis McKnight who
will serve the state in a striped suit
during the next 12 years. He Was
sent up for slaying Ed Torian near
Julien last year.
A movement is on foot among the
younger members of Evergreen
Lodge K. P., looking to the immedi-
ate organization of a Uniform Rank.
There is no reason why a large and
flourishing rank could not be organ-
ized from Evergreen Lodge as the
material is unsurpassed.
The C. S. Mercantile Protective
.‘ssociation, of New York City, has
accomplished much for retail and
wholesale dealers. Claims that were
regarded as worthless have through
them been paid. For particulars
write to the general agent, F'.
Fuller, Gen. Ag't., 708 Seventh St..
Louisville, Ky.
Mr. C. M. Ware, of Trenton, who
was elected a member of the directory
of the Christian County Fair Compa-
ny writes the Secretary that he will
be unable to serve, Mr. Ware
expresses his appreciation of the
honor, and hope, for the success of
the new company. He says that he
will do all in his power to interest
the people of his county in the pro-
gram.
Mr. J. M. Hipkins is haying the
walls of his large stable raized at a
point half way between Main and
Virginia street in order to connect
Ninth and Tenth by a continuation
of the alley in the rear of the
First National Bank. This will de-
vide his property in halves. The
building fronting on Virginia street
he will reserve as a livery, feed and
sale stable, and that fronting on
Main he proposes to sell at an early
date for business house*.
The revival at the Christian church,
which has been in progress during
the past several weeks has abated
nothing In interest, and every night
the seating capacity of the large
building is tested to its utmost.
There have been over sixty additions
to the church's strength since the
beginning of the meetings and the
good work is being prosecuted, more
vigorously than ever. Although the
recipient of numerous calls from
other places Elder Lucas will prob-
ably continue the meetings through
the present week.
In another column appears a call
signed "Farmer" advocating Mr.
Thomas Green as a oandidate for
the Constitutional Convention. The
N zw ERA cau and does most heartily
endorse all that "Farmer" says in
reference to Mr. Green. He is a
gentleman of the old school, a n an
of liberal ideas and enlightened
mind, and of unquestioned integrity.
In the present emergency, when the
convention will be filled with agents
of special interests and beseiged by
monopolists, it is of the first impor-
tance to send men who will stand
like a rock between the rights of the
people and the greedy demands of
corporate interests and monopoly,
and such a man we know Mr. Green
to be. The interests of Christian
county awould assuredly be safe lh
nse to a itele-
death of his
StevetAt, of
Baptist church, anti a true, cousis- temporary lull in business and the
friends will extend heartfelt sympa-
thy. But a few days since, Mr. Ste-
vens buried his Maly sou, and the
death of his sister falls upon him
heart with crushing aright. r
—
Death of Annie Wes:1CM Rind.
At 10 o'clock Wednesday eve Annie
bedside the soul forsook the mortal
tenement and returned to its Maker
While the little tody grew cold and
still in death, the germ of immortality
which it held burst into full bloom
in the gardens above, where death
conies not and the seasons never
change.
The grief occasioned by the sheath
of a child, is always tempered with
the strong consolation which comes
with the assurance that it is taken
back to the arms of that power which
gave it life. The wistiouu and mercy
of God are apparent to the Christian
heart in this. Hearts do not break
when little ones die, they bend and
grow softer, more plastic, and are
more easily moulded to will of the
Master who sustains in the grief
which he inflicts.
In the death of their bright little
daughter Mr. and Mrs. Rust have
certainly suffered much, but their
faith is that which holds forth the
hope, yes the certainty of a reunion
in the garden, where their bud blos-
soms into a beauty even brighter and
more fragrant than was promised
here.
In their sorrow the parents have
the sympathy of this community.
The funeral services will occur at 10
a. m. to-day at Bethel Female
College. The interment will take
place at the City Cemetery fron- the
college.
Death of Mr. Charles McKee.
Christian Co. lost Wednesday one
of her oldest, most honored and re-
spected citizens. Mr. Charles Mc-
Kee, after an illness of one week's
duration, passed quietly and peace-
fully away at his home near Casky,
in the seventy-ninth year of his ago.
Mr. McKee was born in Albermarlc
county, Virginia. He came to this
county from his native State with his
brother when quite a young man.
He has during the long years of his
residence here followed the pursuit
of farming with marked success.
Mr. McKee was married shortly be-
fore his departure from Virginia to
Miss Thurey Hilton, a daughter of
NVilliam Burt Hilton. Of this union
six children were horn; Thomas J.
deceased), Harriet, Andrew It., Wil-
liam N., Mary M. and Lemuel H.
Mr. McKee lost his first wife and
was married the second time to Miss
Ellen T. White, and to them two
children were born, Annie E. and
'Elizabeth.
He was a devout and faithful mem-
ber of the Cumberland Presbyterian
Church, and was a Christian in all
that the word implies. he give to
charity what his means justified and
did it in a quiet, unostentatious way.
In this city, where he was widely
known, and in his own neighborhood
where his life was spent, he has a
place in the hearts of the lpeople
which none can ever usurp. His loss
is not merely local. In the death of
such a Christian the church suffers,
in the loss of such an example the
younger generation suffers, and the
death of such a citizen is the coun-
ty's loss.
'Every Spring."
Says one of the .best housewives in
New England, "We feel the necessi-
ty of taking a good medicine to puri-
fy the blood, and we all take Hood's
Sarsaparilla. It keeps the children
free from humors, my husband says
it gives him a good appetite, and for
myself I am sure I could never do all
my work if it was not for this splen-
did medicine. It makes me feel
strong and cheerful, and I am never
troubled with headache or that tired
feeling, as I used to be."
Mr. Stevens' Funeral.
The funeral services of the late 0.
S. Stevens took place Friday
at the Presbyterian church where a
beautiful and impressive discourse
was pronounced by Rev. W. L.
Nourse. At the conclusion of the
services the remains were taken to
the ournetry followed by the mem-
bers of Evergreen Lodge K. ol P., of
which the deceased was a member.
The beautiful burial ceremonies of
the order were pronounced over the
grave after which the remains were
consigned to their last resting place.
A Safe Investment.
Is one which is guaranteed to bring
you satisfactory results, or in case of
failure a return of purchase mice.
On this safe plan you can buy from
our advertised Druggist a bottle of
Dr. King's New Discovery for Con-
sumption. It is guaranteed to bring
relief in every case, when used for
any affection of Throat, Lungs or
Chest, such as Consumption, Inflam-
mation of Lungs, Bronchitis,
Asthma, Whooping Cough, Croup,
etc. It is pleasant and agreeable to
taste, perlectly safe, and can always
be depended upon. Trial bottles free
at H. B. Garner's Pharmacy.
Merit VI ins.
We desire to say to our citizens,
that for years we have been selling
Dr. King's New Discovery for Con-
sumption, Dr. King's New Life Pills,
Buklen's Arnica Salve and Electric
Bitters, and have never handled
remedies that sell as well, or that
have given such universal satisfac-
tion. We do not hesitate to guar-
antee them every time, and we stand
ready to refund the purchase price, if
satisfactory results do not follow
their use. These remedies have won
their great popularity purely on their
merits. H. B. Garner druggists.
Pee Hee Notes.
PEE DEE, KY., April 2.—On ac-
count of so much rain the farmers are
behind with their work in this section
of the country.
Some of the farmers have sold their
tobacco for 4 1 and be s loose at their
barns.
In order to protect themselves from
storms the people in l'ee Dee are dig-
ging storm houses. Mr. E. B. Lead-
ford, near Roaring Springs, has dug
one S feet deep and 7 feet wide.
More fish are being caught this sea-
son in Little River than ever. before.
The Hopkineville boys can comedown
now and try their luck on the finny
tribe.
Mr. J. I. Longacre has employed
Mr. John Blane for a clerk in his dry
goods store.
Mr. R. F. Farnsworth will move to
his farm near liennettstown in a few
days. 3
Our Pee Dee dude, Mr. Futrell, has
not been well for several days.
'Iwo Boys.
F. F. Wills, a prominent bookdeal-
er, of Memphis, Tenn., says: "I
tried ̀ Owen'a Pink Mixture' to cure
my chilk of summer complaint when
all other reniedles had failed. It
made a cure." For sale by all drug-
gists.
Don't urge ehildren to take nasty worm
olls. They enjoy eating Dr. Bull's Worm Liti-
@Gwen+ and will ark for more
falling off in trade is attributed by
the best business men to the general
stringency iu the money market, and
not, as a few growlers and soreheads
would liaVe Us believe, to a deeline
in the emeniereial ilnportatue of our
city. There who have care?ully ob-
served the silent and steady grouth
of Hopkinsville during the past de-
cade have more faith in her future
the 3-year-old daughter of Mr: and lust now than at any previoui.
1, A New Building and Loan As•roetatton ' PREFERRED LOCALS, In another column will he found
articles of incorporation of the "South '''''""'"'"''""^"•^^--^, sl'ett nave a marset for your pout-
, Kentucky Building and Loan Asso- try now for Mr George Fox, of Evans-
; dation," This iustitutiou has just ville, wants a ear load every week, so
. been organized iu our city and at its
!head are men whose names are spin-
:,rt• inlegrity, 144•einglit, business sure prevention and cure for ehole-
tact, sound judgement and fluancial Nraietearinitfle rurnedie 1,4
(.4 E (hither 
ndeNrsollithnuf7otability. The incorporatere are E. P.
Campbell, H. C. Gaut, E. B. Long,
F. W. Dabuey, M. C. Forbes, NV. F.
Patton and J. Edgar McPherson.
The authorized capital of the com-
pany is $.5,000,000, divided into 50,000
shares of $100 each. It is not proposed
by the projectors to confine the opera-
tious to the "pent up Utica" of Hop- Geo. E. Fox wishes a ear load of
eggs ry, etc.. ever.; week. 'tont*kinsville, but branch offices win be
Warehouse. Cash paid.opened • in many of the principal
keep your clitekeng from having
cholera sir wipers by feetliog them
Andersou'e Electrie trrophylactie, a
FOR SALE.
A farm containing 3111 acres, well
Improved, 3 miles south of Trenton.
R. Cartinx, Trenton, Ky.
Mar 12-2m
southern cities and money loaned On
good real estate security. Other com-
panies have succeeded on a bards
somewhat similar and there is no rea-
non why this shoulii not, in fact the
charter of the (-mistimey is drawn with
I Dilleher sistalry. The men Who a view of elinienatieg souse tsi the oh-
Mrs. J, 1111 0 Rust breathed her hist •s 
She had been very ili during the paid did not despair in the past, are the jectiouable features to be found in tileweek of niembraneous croup. While men who have hope in her future, charers of other similar inetitutioue,the little sufferer's parents wept at her Kleine abundant pfoof of their faith
by their works.
Mr. N;lliaitt Long, architect for
Forbes & Bro., hats just completed,
for J.hil Moayon, the plans for a
block of buildings which will be a
credit and an ornament to the city.
The vacant lot at the corner cif Ninth
and Virginia streets, is to he the site
of the splendid building, and a more
desirable locution for such an invest-
ment could not have been *elected.
This block will include three business
hosiers, which will he conetructed
anti arranged with a view to the com-
fort anti convenience of its occupants.
They will front on Ninth street, and
have a depth of 80 feet. The block
will be of the finest brick, two stories
high, with iron front and plate glass
windows. The snores will be large,
coninuodious and t horoughly adapted
to any branch of mercantile business.
Particular attention will be given to
construction of the building and the
arrangement of the interior. None
but first-class material will be used.
On the second floor a number of
neat and well ventilated offices will
be arranged to look out ,on Ninth
street. These rooms will prove desir-
able for professional men and espe-
cially tobacco brokers, in event the
exchange is removed here, as Mr.
Moayon desires. In the rear of these
offices and on the same floor, the larg-
est and best arranged hall in Hop-
kinsville will be fitted up. It will
be reached by a broad flight of steps
leading up from Ninth street, and
will also be provided with a rear en-
trance from Virginia street. It will
be thoroughly ventilated, and pro-
vided with every modern convenience
The hall will be 50x73 feet. It will
probably be rented to the county as
an armory for the Latham Light
Guards, or to the Tobacco Board for
saleroom. It will also be used for
balls, dances and public meetings.
The lot is now being cleared easy
and placed in readiness, preparatory
to the erection of the block. Mr.
Moayon will spend not lees than
$12,000 in its construction.
As announced in a previous issue
of the NEW ERA, the enterprising
and public-spirited Forbes Bros. have
commenced to clear away the dirt
and debris from the property on Clay
street, known as the Higgins estate,
with a view to the erection of tour
handsome cottages. The- plans are
already drawn and the material to be
used already selected. The cottages
will be built on the most-modern and
approved style of architecture. They
will contain, each, seven rooms, with
balls, etc., and the out-houses and
improvements are to be in keeping
with the handsome structures. The
property upon which the cottages will
be built Wings most desirable neigh-
borhood, vellum but prove profitable.
These houses will be in great demand,
and real estate in that portion of the
city will be enhanced in val tie. There
will be no interruption in the work
and Messrs. Forbes expect to have
the houses ready for occupancy by
lune 14th.
Mr. George Randle is building a
handsome two story frame residence
on his lot on South Virginia street.
Mr. Mack Boaleo will begin at once
the erection of a fine brick business
house on his Main street lot. This
building will contribute very greatly
to the appearance of the block While
every one regretted Mr. Bottles' late
misfortune, no one was sorry to see
the old fire trap go up In smoke and
flame.
Mr. F. W. Dabney contemplates the
erection of aline residence on Seventh
street, adjoining Mr. C. M. Latham.
The plans and specifications are now
being drawn up.
"We are now negotiating with sev-
eral influential and wealthy citizean
who are convinced that the most prof-
itable way they can invest their
money is to put it in buildings," said
the senior member of Forbes & Bro ,
to a New ERA reporter yesterday.
"We will close several important con
tract. by the middle of April."
Rheumatism and Catarrh.
Itheumatunn and catarrh are both blood
diseases. In 1111411Y revere cases they have
yielded to treatment with B. B. B Botanic
Blood Rahn,. made by Blood Balm Go.,
Atlanta, 1;ft. Write for book of eonvincing
proofs. Sent free.
It. P. Dodge, Atlanta, Ga., says: "My wife
had catarrh and nothing did her any good.
Her constitution finally failed and poison
got into her blood. I placed her on a use of
B. B. B., and to my surprise her recovery
wax rapid and complete."
W. P. McDaniel, Atlanta, Ga., writes: "I
was much emaciated and had rheumatism
so bad I could not get along without crutches.
I also had neuralgia in the head. First-class
ph:•sicianm did nie no good. Then I tried
B. B. it.. and its effects were magical. I
cheerfully reeom mend it ass good tonic and
quick cure."
Mrs. Matilda Nichols, Knoxville. Tenn.,
writes: "I had catarrh six years and a most
distressing rough, and my eyes were much
swollen. Five bottles of B. B. B., thank
God eu red tile."
John M. Davis, Tyler, Texas, writes: "I
was subject a number of years to spells of in-
flammatory rheumatism, whim six bottles
of B B. It., t Mink heaven, has entirely eared
I have 11,1 felt the slightest pain since.'
Children Cry for Pitcher's Castoria.
A Call on Dr. Clardy.
We, the undersigned citizens of
Christian county, recognizing the
ability and fitness of Dr. J. D. Clardy,
respectfully solicit him to become a
candidate for Delegate to the Consti-
tutional Convention, to be held in
the city of Frankfort in October, 1890.
March 28, 1890.
w. W. West J. W.J.atider
It. E. Coleman .1. M. Gary.
.1. W. y it. T. Stone
M. B. Xing Henry Bard
C. 1‘. Shiley J. N. Caudle
is. R. Pierre J. A. erowning
J. B. Walker .1 B Fitzhugh
It C. Gary W H. •danis
W. . Gary Wm. It. Eiliott
W. A. Glass Jno J. Elliott
M. V. Owen E. W.1. Edwards
F. C. Stowe J. N. Cox
J. M Adams maw Dillard
S. D. Radford Is. Leatv..II
L. G. Gaines II. T Bolt
S. H. (Amgen av N. thicker
E. Jones C. R. Webb
H. Gregory H. C. Forbes
H. C. Gregory Allan M. Wallis
F. M. Mullen W. H Bowman
Alfred hi. Wallace C. I'. Jr /moon
T. W. Baker L. McKee
E. D. Boyd X. C. Dverithiner
B. P. Jones C F. Jarrett
1. A. Southall W. M Fuqua, M.D.
J. T. 110.1.1 Walt. r Kelly




all liaisons from the Blood,
whether of scrofulous or
malarial origin, this pre*
aration has no equal. . .
AZEMEit
"For ergnirrn nrontlis I had an
eating sore on wry tongue. / was
treated by bed lea! Thyshaass,
but obtastred so tke sore
gradually great worse. /finally
!auk S. .S. S., and was entree/Jr
oared after Nun: aim bottlet."
C. B. M. 1.114oltit,
Henderson, Tex.
"rREATISE on Blood and Skin
i. Diramses mailed free
Tea swore Sracisic
Atlanta, tar
and with such men as tilos,. whose
names we have given, to push the eil-
terpriese, it would be strange indeed if
success failed to crown Its efforts
The people of Hopkinsville should
feel elated at having such an insti-
tution as this Inter-State Building
and Loan Association in their midst
and the looal patronage should be lib
eral.
-'ffle Ladies 1/elighted.
plensant effeet and tbe perfect
safety with whi...11 ladies Imlay Us" the
liquid fruit laxative, Syrup of Figs,
under all conditions make it their
favorite remedy. It is pleasing to
the eye and to the taste, gentle, yet
effectual in acting on the kiuduey,
liver and bowels.
Stitt In the Hanel.
Mr. O. A. West was shot through
the hand at Crofton Saturday while
attempting to separate several par-
ties who were bent on killing each
other. Two brothers named Metheua
engaged In a difficulty with a young
man named Frank O'Stein. One of
the ?denten& brothers drew &revolver
and ',lacing it at O'Stein's breast,
pulled the trigger just as Mr. West
caught the weapOn and raised it hi
the air, the weapon was discharged
with the result stated. The Methena's
were brought to this city, fined and
sent to the work-house.
Attempt at Arson.
Mr. Barrow, of the firm of Perkins
and Barrow was surprised upon going
into•the rear of his house to find that
during the preceding night some
scoundrel had been guilty of and at-
tempt to burn his establishment. A
pile of shavings and dry combustibles
saturated with oil had been placed at
a point where the building would
easily ignite. The would-be incen-
diary was doubtless frig‘itened away
by a• passing pedestrian and left his
work but half done.
sae--
J. W. Raymond, pastor Presbyter-
ian church at Brownsville, Tenn.,
says: "'Owen's Pink Mixture' will
regulate the bowels better than any-
thing .ie ever used. For teething
t•hildren it is a ruoist valuable reme-
ny. For sale by all druggists
Bainbridge Items.
BAINBRIDGE., KY., April 2.—The
NEW ERA being without a corre spon-
dent, I will fill the office this week.
It continues to rain and the creeks
are out of banks as the natural con-
sequence.
The wheat, which by some was
thought to be dead, is beginning to
get green again.
Messrs. Allen & Owen are going
into the grocery business.
Prof. Thom has commenced a
school at Johnson's school he use.
A rabid dog recently partied through
the vicinity of Mt. Carmel, biting
a dog belonging to Mr. Litchfield.
Saiu Humes and Mr. Stith are on
a land trade.
There were several additions to the
Wheel at Jolinson'e edited house,
last week.
The prayer meeting is still being
kept up in this vicinity; it is to be
earnestly hoped that much good
will result Trani it.
A wedding in our town, at DO
distant future, is predicted.
J. B. di H. K.
TOBACCO SALES.
HOPKINSVILLE.
Sales by H. H. Abernathy April
2nd. 1890 of 35 Hogsheads tobacco as
follows:
21 Ithda. leaf $7 00 6 4.1 fi 75 5 80 .5 50
5 5 50 5 10 5 00 4 tf0 4 .50 4 30 4 3.5 4 00
4 00 4 90 4 00 3 90 3 70 3 LI) 3 75.
14 blithe lugs from 1 25 to 300.
Market active.
H. H. ABERNATHY.
Tobacco Sales by Nelson & Datint•y
of two weeks ending April 2nd, 1590
of 55 Hogsheads tobacco as follows:
15 blobs old leaf, $5 50 to 7 50.
15 lihde. old lugs, 2 50 to 3 75.
12 Mids. new lugs, 1 00 to 3(X).
13 Wide. new leaf, 354) to 8 60.
We sold for Jno. I. Smith of Ben-
uettittown, 1 Wei, new leaf for 560.
Market good and firm on good
tobaccos.
NELSON & DA 11N EY.
Sales by Nat Gaither Co., for the
week ending March 27th, 1890 of
52 Hogsheads as Tolle-we:
13 hhde. medium to good new leaf,




lugs, 1 40 to 2 75.
5 Wide. common
4 00.
14 Mids. old lugs
new leaf, 300 to
to medium, new
old leaf, 2 50 to
and trash, 1 00 to
Farmer's and latlx.irer's Union Items
Sub-Union No. 540, anti consisting
of 57 members. met at Concord,
March 2.2od, 1590, and the following
resolutions were adopted.
FIRST—That we believe that the
financial condition of the agricul-
tural classes imperatively demands
speedy legislation in favor of said
elegises.
SEcoe o—That we heartily endorse
what is known as the "Thorne Bill,"
regulating the sale t,f tobacco in this
Commonwealth, and believe it to be
a part of the legislation necessary.
Titian—That a copy of these resol-
utions be sent to the New ERA for
publication and that the Hattie lit
spread upon the minutes of the meet-
ing.
Ws.('. DAVIS, President.
(7it A RI.F.:8 W. List ,
ONE ENJOYS
Both the method mid results when
Syrup of Figs is taken; it is pleasant
and refreshing to the taste, and acts
gently yet promptly on the Kidneys,
Liver and Bowels, cleanses the sys-
tem effectually, dispels colds, head-
aches and fevers and cures habitual
constipation. Syrup of Figs is the
only remedy of its kind ever pro-
duced, pleasing to the taste and ac-
ceptable to the stomach, prompt in
its action and truly heuelicial ill its
effects, prepared only from the most
healthy and agreeable substances, its
many excellent qualities commend it
to all and have made it the most
popular remedy known.
Syrup of Figs is for sale in 50c
and $1 bottles by all leading drug
gists. Any reliable druggist who
may not have it on hand will pro-
cure it promptly for any one who
wishes to try it. Do not accept any
Take you, poultry, egg., etc., to
(leo. E. Fox for highest (meta ',rives.
Geo. E. Fox haw opened a branch
house in the Borst- Warehonee, and
will pay la ightst eat prices, for eggs,
peultry, etc.
Borer Shoeing
Will shoe loirses all round for 754'.,
from thim dine by the beet workineu.
drtw2tinanal Fox hes & Bets
UAT6
Seed and Feed, Northern anti house
getiVeli, bought at )(meet epot ettell
figures and aold accordlnly
Fortfit:s,t 1litt,
car bn a and Main Streets,
Hopkinsville, Ky
lily hag' General Satisfaction.
A uderaon'a Elect rid' Prophy luta ic is
giving general satistselion to those
using it uniting their fowls anti il
necessary M Cat) produce dozens of
teal i ..... intik from those using it. Sold
by G. E. Gaither.
50ets, a bottle is all A nderiton'a Elec-
tric Prophylactic costs you, and what
Is this, compared with losing many
of your best fowls?
. A Denial.
The report having been circulated
in certain localities of the county
that I have violated my obligation
by giving to persons not entitled to
same, certain signs, usages, etc., used
by the Wheel organization, I desire
to say eniphatically that all such re-
ports are totally false and entirely
wit hoc t foundation.
Geo. W. LONG.
Paints and varnishes
of the best quality at
WYLY & BURNETT'S.
Their stock is the
largest in the city. If
you contemplate paint-
ing your house this
spring it will pay you
to call on them.
Pardee wanting coal front my yard
can leave their orders and pay for the
same, with W. F. Randle, Main street.
All orders left with hilD Will receive
prompt attention. E. L. l'•OULICS.
Mrs. M. E. Rodgers will In a few
days add considerably to her already
large stock of Spring goode, and
takes pleasure in inviting the ladies
to call and examine same.
Best ant! elleapest Elevator Pumps,
Call on J. J. Metcalfe. mar.2.51nio.
Dissolution Notice.
Ti.'- firm of K ra% er at II orris has this day
been diasolved by muttaa. er nsent. H. K raver
retiring, Lee Harris assumes the payment of
all the debts of the firm, and the said Harris
is to ha % e and receive all the beneflts of the
acc ou nuts mini! claims due the firm of K raver
& Harris. II. KRAVItit.
Lgr IIAR1t114.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Fur Clerk of Court of Appeals.
We are authorized to announce
GEORGE H. MADDEN
a, a r•andld•te for Clerk of the Court of Ap-
peals, subject to the action of the Dernoeratic
nominating primary or convention.
We are authorised to announce
MR. JAM B. MARTIN,
of It•rren count T. as s eandidate for the ranee
of Clerk of the Court 01 Appeals of Kentucky,
subject to the action of the Democratic party
JNO. A. GUNN,
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
OP Fl OVER TV BANK,
CORNER MAIN AND 7TH ST'S.
Change in Artiries Ircorp dration
\V II ER KAM, at /1•111Pfl 111g of the stockhol-
ders ,of the Metcalfe Manufactu Coring ., held
at Hook itisvil on the 130i day of J au.,
it was agr-ed that the capital smock of said
eonipany be Increased from mime amount origi-
nally authorized •151,110.1. to S75,1.15111. and further
agreed that the amount of Indebt ,doem. of
sold e pany which was formerly restricted
to ila.utra be allowed to be Increased to the
amount of f.111.111111. and the directory la said
company having been instructed to take
such steps as were neeesautry to carry out the
wishes of the staid st. k holders 4...xi/reseed
in said meeting. now therefore for the pur-
pose of aforesaid
TAKE NOTICE,
That the capital stock of the add Metcalfe
Manufacturing C patty 111 hereby increased
tenni ifs, rigim a oil cpital at. f $40,11110, to
•Vi.litri and, ne ..... •,nt of indebtedness allOW-
(11 under the original charter of ilu,11111.11s herr-
by inereased end the limited is, allowed ;-
now axed lit itin,tin o and tile main place of bus-
iness which under /.11111 1priginal cniirter wit •
fl it'd ut II' pit III.V ilk- la now changed and
axed at Eddy% ille. Ky.
Witness our hands this April 1st, 1501.
Jo. F. rowan, 1
II'. W. ErcALF X,
M. 11AssA, Ihrectors.R. F. Rivas.
I.. M. Witerotkka,






For the season of 1890, may be found at the stable of the undereigned, on the Princeton road within the limits
of Hopkinoville.
YOUNG GILDEROY, a Black Spanish Jack, bred by the late C. M. Bell, foaled Nov. 20, 1882, full 151,2 hand*
high, of fine length, heavy built, good form, fine hair, quick and active. Has proven himself one of the surest a54
beet breeders in the State. Was got by Old Gilderoy, a thoroughbred Spanish Jack; he by Imported Moncerst,
out of an Imported Jennett from Spain. 1st. dam, Prunella, was got by son of imported Black Monarch; data
Maggie Brown by the premium Imported Garrenoia, Star of the West, etc.
W
wiliMIEer3WEis
- ill be permitted to serve mares at $10.00 the season. Mares proven not to be with foal can be returned next
season free of charge. Negotiable notes due and payable 1st day of August, 1890, will be required at time of ser-
vice. Care taken to prevent accidents, but will not be responsible should any occur. We ask no 111113's
patronage unless be Unlike our stock worthy. Come, see and judge for yourself. Season has commented and will




TO EACH PURCHASER OF A
Child's Suit Costing $3 or Over,
We will present with our compliments, an article
of pleasure to the small boy that has never been
seen here before. A new invention just out,the
streets in the cities are full of them.
The Castonet Wheel
Takes the place of the running hoop and will en-
tirely displace it in the near future. They ins0
only to be had at the "One Price Cash Clothing,
Boot and Shoe House" of
J. HARMON & CO.'S,




M, SCHMITZ & A„ I 
,o Grinds Lower Prices
Of Evansville, Ind.,
On WEDNESDAY, MARCH 26th
Erten II) A. M. to I'. M.
HVAL M. /0'11M ITZ, senior mends r
of Die abo% e firm ill exhibit at thu
Parlors of the Phcenix Hotel,
A full line of the latest Styles and Novelties
in Ladies spr ng Wraps, Cates, Etc. The In-
dies of HopkinsvIlle and vicinity are cordial-
ly in% Red to call and see a line of these arti-
cles that Is unsurpassed In any society cen-
tre. In ailiiition to t h.• Mho% lc W111 figure al,..,
an assort 1111.111 iit
CRILDRENS' HEAD WEAR
1•4;Tipapit 1.1tti..I





Has. System of Call Bells.
Rates, 52 Per Day.
SHERWOOD HOUSE





lirIst CircUlt Court, Kentucky.
J11110, Brannan, Plaintiff, oAgainst
E. F. Morris, et aim Defeud•nts.
BY VI RTC E of • J tidgement and order of
Mlle of th Ch nIs, ristia Circ uuit Cort, rendered
at the March term thereof, In the /11•04
cause. shall proceed to offer for sale Si the
Court-I :Le door, in Hopkins% ille, Ky.. to
the highest bidder, at Public Auction, 011
:Monday the -"d it .lay of May. 1/4011 math I o'el.g/k
a. in., or thereabout, :being 5 "may Court
slay., upon a credit of six months, t he follow-
ing dew-rite-0 propertj, to-wit: A certain
tract or parcsi of land, situated t he South-
western poe Hon of I laristlan Coun n
u o 
ty. Ke-
tcky, n the staters ot L e Eth neittler,' ar
the mill of li Nance, known AA it.
Umbenouer l'Iser, and containing. alter re-
ser% Mg 01111, 14,re, 1111'11111111g the grave yard.
27111‘ acres ii sore or lees; This farm 11614 011 11
ii 1111.fticintle) of rapist timber and 1111sierutv
impro‘ements and con% enlent to Railroad,
1 ttrelieR and 141.11114111/1; Dr sufficient thereof
to produce the 10111111 of ..... ney ordered to 1*
made. intititinting 52,t011.510. For the put..
rause price the purchaser, with approved
snrety or sureties, must exernite bond. hearth
' h•stal Interest Irmo the day of sale until psi(
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO 
,
SAN FRANCISCO. cAL, 
11,4%111g the force and effect of a replevin
ptly with these terms.
hetet. Kidders will be prepared to (enemy
prom
LOUISVILLE, it. , NEW VORA, N r. lirsTIR Weer), attester , Connelsoloner.
Than Ever were known in the history of the
CLOTHING BUSINESS
Of this city. The country demands Low Prices, and we have and are
answering the call, beyond their most sanguine expectations. All who
call to see us are pleased, and carry home more gcods, and better
goods, Etna still have more money left than they expected. We were
lucky in striking a Bankrupt Sale and bought a large lot of
1c)-th.i.iig &laid 1.1.coesc9
At 50 per cent. on the dollar, and we are selling 'them at less money
than any merchant in town can purchase them. Therefore we can sell
our flume! customers a suit cheaper than any house in this city, or
even cheaper than he could buy at wholesale if he was a merchant.
We are just receiving a handsome line of Gents, Suits for
1:)3telint• Trade,
In Black and Fancy Worsted, Corkscrew, Cheviots, Etc., made up in
Sacks, Cutaways and Pi ince Alberts. An elegant line of Cutters & Cros-
sett's Neckwear. Also a fine line of Lilly, Brocket (1 Co., and Spencers
& Hocker's
E'INI110
It is useless for us to mention prices, as no living man can buy Clothing.
Boots, Shoes, or any kind of goods without seeing them and comphring
prices and quality. So we invite you to come-and examine, and we ard
sure to sell you what you want. The famous Plymouth Rock
110 121/ANTrirgig MALEPIO COJECJCOMIEL.
SUITS $14 MADE TO ORDER, FITS GUARANTEED.
'Fine Suits made to order on short notice. Call on us, before pur-
chasing, and we can save you from 26 to 50 per cent.
Pye, Dicken & Wall.
•
• ate oit at
• • e ,
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MP only Certain and Ellreetual Cure
for and Fever. Intermiuent, Remittent,
and ttalarial Fever. Dumb Ague,
Swarap Fever anti all redeems originating
from a Torpid Liver or Malaria.
Perfectly hartnIssek containe no Arsenic
er Gedialne and can be elven to the IlluSS
delemte person with perfect safety.
As a Tonic for Tired Feeling, Loos cie Ap-
petite. Headache, Nervous Depression soli
f...ow Spirits originating from Malaria. ascends
alone and without a Parallel.
E'RECIE. 61.00 Per Ilepttk
Suet itts Dessiglats pessersala
J. C. MENDENHALL & CO..
110LE mores:maw
grANaTIL LE, rwi, 77. II. AL
For stale by Harry R. Garner.
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cured at Milne witti-
est pain. Book of par-
• tieuWe rent FUEL
B.M.WOOLLEY.M.D.
At nalle„Sa. office 1004 Whitehall st.
THE LADIES' FAVORITE..
NEVER OUT OF ORDER.
It' yeti desire to purchase a pew ing machine,
a& ~agent at your place for t,rtn.• and
=If you cannot find our agent, writeWinepress address to oube.ow uamed.
HOIE BRIG MACHINE CtORAILEAS.
GrillC AGO - mum seiseeesee- DALLAS.
I Lb- ATLANTA, GA.smentAscicTra
WE LOUIS Wu.
AGEN rs WANTED
Address H. A. LOZIER &CO.,
340 Superior at., Cleveland.
V5 00 to $250 nr, A MONTH canAJV be made work-
in; for us. Agents preferred who can fur-
ntsh horse and give their whole time to the
business. Spare moments may be profitably
employed also. A few vacancies In towns
and cities. B. F. JOHNSON .5 CO., MOD MAIL
St . IL • 'Au-send. Va.
N . It. -Plesee state age and business expe-rt. nce. Never mind about sending stamp lot
reply. B. F. J. & Co. dew
Private Medical Ald
fiFF, Km_ sr. Loris, Seecial attention
Steen to all diseases err trothles tit male
wr rmals, rimmed or si nate. brostrht elsout toyimpose re, abuses. earesses or improprieties
THE OLD DOCTOR, e°f•
rut:suited by null, or at the once. free of charge.
airRoliable, Skillful Treatment Guaranteed.
leant sad apartments rurnished to those who
desire owil Seed P. u. stamp tor circa-
bre. etc. Aedrees letters.
Dr. WimillIke, 7th Street, St. Leah, Ie.
ALESMEN
WANT ED.
to canvas." for tie. ..t N armee Stock!
Steady employment guaranteed. GOOD
PAY for succrweful men. Apply at one,
Mating age. Mention this paper
ALABAMA NURSERY COMPANY,
11,7 NTSVILLE, ALA.
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W III practice In all the courts of the cornmon wealth. Office upstairs in the McDanielblock.
&owlet attention paid to the collection foclaims. deod& w.
W. W. CLARK
AttorneyAt Law.
Office with Judge McCarroll, near courhowse, Hopei/wen le, Ky.
Will practice in the courts of Christian and
djolnIng counties.
Especial attention paid to the collection o
el/11111A. detxl&w tf
11 Li WOOO. O. M. BICLL
WOOD BELL
Attorneys Al Law.
elltb•Pb PILO fit, UP !STA! RS
• W it, set t••• etturt• • Christian
a Rd Selliol MIDI! rOU111114.0 law
A. 11. • i• J. I. LANDER.




AiesdA s an' ea io n It Is perfect win-
-, • i'inieee Clot hes M ter line. Sample
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ClOiltos,I,I not !Cerro'
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' line to midi $1.25
prepaid For v.; r-




1 7,7 Itertiedi St., Worcester, Masa.
AG w • Nil; nhv old +ell-
.- tilde firm: largeproll•s quirk ...es. S2•2 in pie free. A rare
ortiv.ntill'I.V. Ile I. .b. •••12 Irway, Y
SS a MAI nests awe br
Crek's IN V IsIFILF now' intespast Whispen beard. Conh
Fertable. ;wens fa! earn al I 11..01.041410 seal ay F. UNCOIL.
esly, ••• Ion lento he bleb apreeftriNat
PARK R'S
HAIR BALSAM ,
Cleanses e beautities the halt -
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Fails to Restere amp.
Hair to its Vostlifid Color.
Prevents hand en tt an4 hair fall
• bee. and I at Dry
....f, Hijack. E jai kili N
C Fi il iii
Red Cross Diamond licantLiii. - ,... only reliable vIll tor sale Safe sall
we, Ladies. lad, Iltegkiglot for Ste we........da....40....a oAna..10 WM. SOWS
RP vita bleeribbee. Tete a• ether. Smelt
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THE SCIENCE OF Lirc-
A Scientiec and Standard Popular T
an the Errors M Youth, Premature 1 er 1 ine, Nei.





Besotting from Folly, Vice, Ienorance, Ex -,•••••-e iir
maineseisoo, enereung and unfitting the vire
for Work, Biisineeis, the Married or Social lirla. :on.
Avoid unskillful pretenders. Possess ties e•
work. It contains 3+10 paces, royal byik B. slat el
hiniling, emboerel, full giit. Price °We I.., • • •
mail, postpaid.. concealed in plien wrapper. 11 -
entire Prospectus Free. if iou s••py now. '.
distinzlished author, Wm. 11 Part:iv, P r
eeived the GOLD AND YEWELLEI) rttr..i)
from the National Medical A oSeltelr. I Ion et?
this PRIZE ESSAY on a..I
PHYSICAL rr.!. r
• Asestant Physicians may be conei-iad, coli,..
den•Al!y, by mill or in perisen, at e offcr
TilE PEABODY MEDIt'AL INs7.11TUTE,
No. 4 13 uldsch St.. Boston. Mans.. to whom ail
orders for books tle letters for advice Gioulit be
directed as above.
MADE W.-4 DO;LING WATF.R.Epps,
GRATEFUL- COMFORTING.
COCOA
MADE WITS BOIL:NIC MILK.
HINDERCORNS.
The only sure Cure for Corns Stops all
pain Ensures comfort to the feet. I5e at
Druggists Hiscox & Co.. N. Y.
A R CONSUMPTIVE
Have you Cough, Bronchitis. Asthma, In-
digestion! Vee PARKRICS OINGER TONIC
It has cured the worst cases and is the best
remedy for sul Ills arising from defective
nutrition. Take in time. 6,c. soul $1 Ull.
TO WEAK NEN
Suffering from the effects of you/a:Ifni errOrib early
decay, vow umi weakness. lost maubood. etc.. I will
send • v•luable treaties (sealed containing full
particulars for home cum, F REX of charge- Asplendid medical work should DS read by every
-nan who is nerrous and debilitated. addrow.
Prot. P. C. FOWLER, Conn.
ALEN
I 
',lit 111.1 i r.../:. II It 4.1C.
inanutaeturrt 0 1 i . M.,
cent etetiali. .b le, ..
per•ltIon. NU Ott, tition p
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f r w sae.. Riiirin-ii ,.
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nat Ono,
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PRIVATE COUNSELOR
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We are pleased to announce to all
farmers, stockraisers, and hog breed-
ers, that we have a positive remedy
for Cholera In This medicine
has been made and sold by Mr. J. B.
Field, of Owensboro, for 15 years,
who hies hundreds of testimonials of
its success. With abundant proof of
its merits, the undersigned company
has been organized with a view to
supply a universal need.
atch this space in next week's
issue for a list of some indorsements.
Put up in one pound boxes, suffi-
cient for ten hogs. Price $1 per box.
Address,
Ea/me:1100 CHOI.ERA M EMS' I E ,
Owensboro, Ky.
Office at Slaughter & McCulloch's.
..
1.111L71•Jr-e1e122aseCi.le..1f.
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DEITd AND DI3A3TER' 
the other victims
• by small fragments of clothing which
had escaped the tire and by a number
t Course ot' the Cyclone of ether coins which fell trent Me
:-treivn 11ith 1Vreek
and Ruin.
Three Men Imprisoned In A Wrecked
Building and Burned Alit h
and Wm.( k ill I be Railroad-
The Wild Wind. Work.
The storm of Thursday n!ght is with-
out a parallel in the history of South-
ern Kentucky. A broad sweepof coun-
try including the western portion of
Christian county and northern Trigg,
many miles in area, which smiled
yesterday with the promise of abund-
ant crops is to-day a desolated and
wasted landscape, strewn with the
wrecks m hich mark the couree of a
terrific cyclone. The destruction
which has been accomplished in a
few hours to homes and families seems
almost incredible. The ruin whieh
has been wrought iu eo short a time
is almost beyond belief. The sudden
transformation of a bread and beau-
tiful landscape with green fields,
white fetters and picturesque houses,
into a barren waete of tangled forest
and %%reeked houses, with breeches
aud timbers scattered over fields,
suggests with awful pertinence, the
"abomination of desolation."
The country between Caledouia
and Bellview, and almost as far north
as this city, tells the story of disaster
and offers terrible evidence of the
eyelone's fury..
AT HELM' I EW.
At 8 o'cloc k Thursday night John Q.
(
McGehee, F. Warren, Chester Gray,
scol., and Marshal Blakely, co'., weie
sitting around the stove inINIctielleeas
store at Bellview. John, the third
oldest of the well known McGehee
Bros., is the manager of the Bellview
store. Warreteis a young nian em-
ployed as a salesman in the establish-
ment. Mr. McGehee had just finish-
ed posting his books for the day anc;
had taken a seat at the stove and
joired in the conversation. The
booSe were left open at the desk. One!
of the partas had obeerved a heavy
cloud approaching from the south-
west, and the colored men decided to
wait until it blew over. Suddenly a
sound as of distant thunder, but con-
tinuous and uninterrupted was heard.
It grew nearer and louder. The men
became alarmed. There was a crack-
ling sound as of tree bransbee break-
ing. Large hail stones struck the
roof end rebounded to the earth. The
building suddenly shook as the tu-
mult witheat grew louder. The men
made a dash for the front door iu a
group. When within ten feet of the
eutrauce there was a crash and the
whole structure wee a ruin. The
east wall of the building fell out and
the west wall in. The second floor
settled on the heavy counters, and the
four men were prisoners. Warren
and McGehee were pinioned by a
heavy piece of timber near the door
but they were uninjured. Every
avenue of escape was cut off from the
negroes. After struggling for a time
Warren succeeded in extricating him-
self from the terrible position. He
groped his way Csrough thedark ruins
an approached nearer the door. "Save
yourself Warren if you can there is
no hope for me, good bye," said Mc-
tiehee. Warren crawled in the direc-
Bon f the Oa nt entrance. He reach-
ed a point where light was visible
through a crevice. A woman on the
outside by a great effort raised a log
and he crawled forth to liberty.
A r EDDY VILLE
Reoldences Dew ro)ed met Two Lives
hook was used pulhug the bodies Manufacturing i Seutiany, Eddy vill
Lost.
person when dragged forth. A large Mr. C. W. Metcalfe of the Metcalfe
from the ruins. They fell to pieces w" the city yesterday. Mr.
Metcalfe gives a thrilling deecriptionaud crumbled as soon as touched and
of the tornado's work of ruiu andTERRIBLE DESTRUCTION OF LIFE
were taken forth in fragments. The wreck Eddyvilk. The storm inAND PROPERTY IN CHRISTIAN
limbs fell from the trunks and heads all its fury struck the western portionAND TRIGG COUNTIES.
• of the village at 7 o'clock. Its track
was about three hundred yards wide'
and • verything in this broad sweep ,
Caledonia is a little village in Trigg , welit dowh before the rush The
THE FATE OF THE PRISONERS. 7-
McGehee and the two uegroes were
still prisoners in the ruins. The for-
mer was fully alive to his perilous
situation. He knew that there was
but little hope for hie escape. The
negroes thinking the noise of the
winds eemitig through the fallen tim-
bers was made by those on the out-
side endenvoring to rescue them,
shouted at the top of their voicei. At
tide juncture smoke was seen to is-
sue through the heap of ruins. Those
who had gathered around the fallen
building knew too well its
awful meaning. The lamps over-
turned had saturated the com-
bustible materials with oil, and lire
was to finish the work of the wild.
A bright tongue of flame leaped
through a crevice in the dry timbers
followed by another and another.
Under the ruine the fire was creeping
nearer and nearer the doomed men.
The heat could already be felt by
those around. Rescue was imposei-
ble. The people stood in groups
around the ruins, and watched the
progress of the flames. Suddenly
the voice of a woman Was heard.
The beautiful wife of the young mer-
chant had arrived and Was calling
for her husband.
It was a scene, the terrors of which
will live forever in the minds of
those who witnessed it. The young
wife, almost fainting from fright and
wild with excitement, her hair flow-
ing in the wind, wringing her hands,
and in desperation called upon the
the awe-stricken people to save her
husband whose voice ehe could hear
abqrve the winds and crackling lire.
She would call to him and he would
answer from-his prison. She would
approach sus near as the intense and
increasing heat would allow and
speak to him and she would hear hie
answers. He told her that there was
no hope for his escape and with hero-
ism and fortitude never equaled, en-
deavored to comfort and calm her,
while the tire was almost at his feet.
The fire originated in the rear end of
the building aod rapidly swept
through the dry combustibles and
made such headway that even a
thought of escape for the prisoners
was vain. Silently the people watch-
ed the
crawl
flames devour the ruins and I
nearer ‘the eh-times\ It was
soon ever. They made no outcry. It
seems that they met death cairuly
and quietly.
REMOVING THE DOME&
When the fire had abated 'sufficient-
ly to admit of it, the blackened tim-
bers and smoking debris were remov-
ed from over the bodies. They were
all lying as they had been caught and
were burned beyond recognition.
The body of Mr. McGehee was only
crumbled into ashes at the toech.
AT CALEDONIA.
county fourteen wiles south ot this
city. lu that viciuity the storm play-
ed fearful havoc with prope.ty but
fortunately no lives wet e lost. Nttlf -
ly every house in the village was
more or lees damaged, the greater
number entirely destroyed. The
sterm burst upon this village in its
fury at 7:30 o'clock. The large frame
store of Mr. T. J. Hammond was
blown to-the ground and Mr..J. K.
Wilkins, a salesman who occupied a
room on the lower floor had hardly
time to save himself. As the build-
ing tren.bled on Its 'foundation he
rushed through a side door aud reach-
ed a place of safety ere- the structure
fell. J. J. Tononason's house, stables
and all improvements were totally
destroyed. Mark Jones' residence
and all his barns were destroyed.
Mr. Joliet& was 'struck on his head
with a fragment of timber and is suf-
fering from a severe wound. The
loss to people of the Caledonia vicini-
ty will not not be less than $20,000.
RA I LROA D DISASTERS.
The wires were destroyed at a point
between this city aud isvansville by
the storm:Thuredayjnight and in con-
sequence all of the trains stood still
for a time, the dispatchers being un-
able to communicate with importent
points. Train dispatchers Wqol-
dridge and Kenneth got aboard . the
caboose of freight train No. 57 before
it left Evansville intending to stop at
this point and open communications
with Naeliville and other points south.
Just above Sebree, as the train Was
going at full speed through the storm
a large tree was blown across the en-
gine and the next moment the train
Was a wreck. Locomotive cars and
caboose were piled in a heap. Engi-
neer Pete Burns, fireman Bridgee,
and head breakman, Wm. Powell,
were buried under the debris aud died
in the ruins of their train. The oc-
cupants of the caboose eecaped aud
summoned assistance.
The passenger train which paeses
through this city at 10 o'clock each
night rau into a tree which had
been blown across the track near
Kelly's Station last- night. The fire-
man, whose name is not known, was
seriously injured. None of the pee-
sengers were hurt, and tile engineer
escaped. The coaches were more or
less injured.
NOTES.
Mr. J. P. Meacham was one of the
first to arrive upon the scene of the
Bellview disaster. He assisted in
taking the bsdies from the ruins and
detscribee it as a terrible experience.
He says that the large safe
in McGehee Bros. store was the
depository of nearly every Life
Insurance Policy iu the neighbor-
hood. The contents of this safe he
does not think are destroyed. The
bsoks of thefirm were burned. The
track of the cyclone which played
such sad havoc with Belleview and
vicinity, says Mr. Meacham, was
not more than three hundred yards
wide. It approached from the South-
west and NV as accompanied by violent
rain aud hail.
Mr. J. K. Wilkins, whose fortunate
escape from the store at Caledonia is
told above, came to Hopkiusville last
night immediately after the wind
had abated. He says that wreck,
ruiu and disaster are visible on every
hand between this city atal Caledo-
nia. Mr. Wilkins saw no less than
five tires iu different directions as he
cause.
The fury of the storm was felt as
far north as Sinking Fork. The resi-
dence, barns, smoke house, etc., of
Jim War.I were destroyed.
The residence of Mr. M. A. Little-
field, four miles west of this city, was
unroofed and blown down. Mr. aud
Mrs. Littlefield were made prisoners
in the wreck. Fire added ite horrors
to the ecene and but for the timely
arrival of !servants who extinguished
the flames, this family might have
shared the fate of the unfortunate
Bellview victims.
The storm's fury was not entirely
spent before it swept over this city.
In several places trees were uprootest
aud fences blown down. Between
the hours of seven and eig'at o'clock
the wind was so terrific that it
seemed nothing wae to escape its
anger. It was accompanied by
violeut rain, hail and lightning. '1'lle
only damage of any consequence
done to city property was the dim-
tructiou of au old blacksmith shop
ou Clay street which was blowu to
the grouud. Shortly after eight
o'clock the wind subsided aud our
people retired, ignorant of the terri-
ble work which had been done around
them.
DEVA8TATED TOWNS.
Great Destruction at Many Points.
Jeffersonville, Ind.
The cyclone of Thursday night
struck Jeffereonville about 8 o'clock.
The destruction is terrible and is
estimated not lower than $500,000.
The force of the wilad was terrible
and carried everything before it.
Fortunately, not a person was kid-
ed in Jeffersonville, though some
were badly hurt.
It was something remarkable that
nine blocks of Jeffersonville were
thrown down, and yet not a single
life was lost.
Fayetteville, Tenn.
The terrible storm of Thursday nigh
played havoc at Fayetteville, Tenn.
Infect it almost ruined the town. One
person was killed, numbers wounded
and a great many houees entirely de-
molished. All aid there will have to
come from the sufferers from the
storm, for it is nearly impossible to
find any there who has not lost
much from that night's frightful
blow. The datnage done there is
estimated at $200,000.
'gams. Tenn.
At Regatta, eight miles from Galla-
tin, the scene was appalling. Not a
single house stands at this little town
save one, and that belonging b. a Mr.
Sanford. The 'scene there was terri-
ble. Men, women and children were
runniug in all directions in the wild-
est confusion. Postmaster NVood'e
little child Was killed and many peo-
ple wounded. Net Turner to residence
was blown to pieces and every person
in the house was injured. Reports
come in slowly, but tfie last is that
Miss Alice Turner and her brother
Erskine are hoth horribly mangled.
At Rogana the people are without
food and clothing, marry escaping
from the houses in theirs:est-clothes,
buildiegs were principally tenement
houses ticcupied by colored people.
Many were literally' lifted from their
foundations and ewept through the
air like feathers. One house occu-
pied by a colored faintly Was blown
down upon its unfortunate inmates
before hey could reach their door.
A mother end little child were caught
in the eras ing falling timbers
and killed inotantly. People left
their houses and tied to the streets
preferring to take their chances in
the storm to remaining for certain
death or injury in their houses.
Many were knocked down, bruieed
and mutilated by flying timbers and
missels as they tied through the
streets. The towering cupola of the
branch penetentiary building rocked
on its base swayed to and then fell
with a crash that could be beard abcve
the roaring tempest. The roof of
the Metealfe Machine Shope was
lifted front the great building. The
store of M. W. Bowman was unroofed
the windowsewere blown iu and his
house and stock damaged to the ex-
tent of several thoueand dollars
When the storm had blown over and
its fury partially subsided those
who had fort Unately escaped
injury hastened te care for the dead
and wounded. A church was quickly
converted into a hospital and here
the sufferers were taken and their
wounds dressed by the local physi-
cians who nobly volunteered their
services. Eleven human being,
were Sound to have been injured be-
side the two who were ki led outright.
The damage to property will not be
less than $12,000, several of thmte in-
jured have since dies.
AT K U TT A W A
Three spume of the Newport News
& Mississippi Valley Railroad bridge
across the Cumberland River, near
Kuttawu, were blown into the river
by Thursday's cyclone. The loss of
property in the vicinity of that place
is estimated at $50,000. Several per-
sons are reported killed.
CHRISTIAN AND TRIGG.
The Ravages of the Storni-Partial
List of the Sufferers.
It is impossible at this time to give
any accurate estimate relative to the
damage doue by the storm in Chris-
tian and Trigg counties. Reports
continue to come iu from various sec-
tions of the county swelling the fig-
ures far into the thousands. The vi-
cinity of Fairview and the fertile
country between that place and Cale•
donia, Trigg county, suffers heaviest
from the tornado.
The very lowest estimates made by
a gentleman of this city who hass
surveyed the ruined and dtesolated
district, places the damage in the
Bellview vicinity alone at $15,000.
Around Caledonia the country is a
wreck. The damage to this section
is almost incalculable. Many calm-
&Ries sire reporteZI from this 'section.
Cerulean Springs and vicinity suffer-
ed greatly. Barns, fences, timber,
residences, etc., were blown down,
torn up and !scattered. While Mr.
and Mrs Robert Lucas were sitting
at their fireside the tornado burst
upon them, unroofing their residence
aud blowing the walls in upon them.
Mr. Lucas was caught under the
ist:avy timbers sustaining severe inju-
ries. His foot was crushed and
bruieed iu such &manner that ampu-
tation was necessary. )-lis wife for-
tunately escaped unhurt, though bad-
ly frighteued. All of his houses and
out-louses were destroyed.
The farni of Mr. D. J. McClendon,
near Bellview, was devastated. His
residence arts damaged, his new
barns destroyed, stables, fences and
timber demolished. His loss will be
about $1,500.
Mr. Robert Graves, of the Bellview
neighborhood, lost barns, fences, etc.,
and estimates his damages at $500.
Judge Jo MeCarroll'e farms in this
neighborhood were swept of their im-
provements and not a panel of fenc-
ing was left standing. He is damaged
to the extent of $3,500.
M re F. B. Caniphell, Mrs. Cox, and
Mr. J. R. Grieermi had their barns
fences and staples swept away, their
loss aggregating about $2,000.
Mr. Nick Sallee lost everything in
the way of improvements except his
residence which was considerably
damaged.
Mrs. Baker had everything but her
dwelling destroyed.
Thee& are but a few of the hundreds
who were visited with misfortune on
that terrible night.
!Aide's to the Wail iif Toe.
L Washington Poet.,
A lIttle cote, on a tikaltlen grew -
Listen to my wall of toe-
Owned by the pinch of it (00 Ight shoe.
Instead of a three number two.
It grew, it grew-
Listen to a wail of toe.
As time went on um time will do -
Listen to my wall of toe-
The corn waxed red-the maiden blue,
'Twos ten times wormy than the grip user-
chew),
Too true! Too true!
1.1seen to my wail of toe.
She had a seat In the end of th• pew-
Listen to my wail of toe-
A nil a man with another welt in vIt'W
l'ut his cowhide boots on her kangarmi,
I in, whew! oh, whew!
Listen to my wall of toe.
A Tunnel Through the Foe.
The steamer on which Capt. Sa:ssii
was working was coming through
one of the .;ewfoundland collet fogs
some years ago, behind another steam-
er, which was miles ahead. As the
lirst steamer passed through the earth
clouds, it tunneled SR clearly and as
cleanly as a gang of men would tun-
nel through the earth. Seeing this,
the comtnander of the becond boat
steered his steamer into the tunnel of
mist, and could plainly see the eteanner
ahead, while everything on the sides
was obscured. After being in the
clouds for some hours, it closed in on
the steamer, filling tLe decks. The
steamer carried a load of the fog ink)
Londou, und thousands of people vis-
lied her while in port to Nee her plie-
rs/insetted deck load. tieso.c
usa
!Semite That Wore Criminals.
During the Fourteenth century
oxen tied cows might be legally killed
whenever taken in the act of maraud-
ing; and usacs, for a lutist offense, had
one ear cropped, for a second offense
the other ear. mid if after this they
were usses enough to commit u third
offense. their Lives became forfeit/el to
the crown. "Criminal" animals fre-
quently expiated their offenses, like
iralefacen•e eit the gallows;
brat si.bsequelitly they ecru/summarily
killed tt onout trial, and their owners
mulcted in heavy datuagts. -All the
Yew' Rou
Mack len7a A,'
•rtt4. Best Salve ill the eerid for
Itrti.eee, ; or U leers, salt
Rhea in, rev bores, 'Vetter,
'helped tinnily, Clio biotin', Corns
and all Skis Eruptions. and positively
cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect matiefac-1
time, or weney refunded. Pric,e 25,
tents par For sale by H. B.1
earner.
PHENOMENA OF
The Strange Int preafti one and Se neations
Experieneed During Sleep.
It is told of the tyrant Dionysius
that one morbitsg one of his intimate
friends and boon companions told him
that he had dreamed the night before
of cutting Dionysius' throat, where-
upon Dionysius caused hint to be put
to death, justifying his act by the as-
sertion that unless the dreamer thought
of such a thing in his waking mo-
ments he could not have dreamed it
when asleeep.
But is tnat theory of dreams tenable
or logical? Does a dream, no matter
how fantastic or unreal, presuppoee a
voluntary act of the mind in the same
direction? History, observation and
experience would seem to show the
contrary. There is no one who has
not had such dreams as he could not
devise in his waking moments, or if
he could, would not; for under cer-
tain conditions of body and mind we
dream of such horrors as would af-
fright us could we conceive of them.
Modern philosophy accepts the theo-
ry that the mind is never wholly inac-
tive, und that we always dream when
asleep, Plough we usually forget our
dreams. The argument is, that as it
is impossible to discharge the mind
when awake of all consciousness, or to
prevent it from acting, so the niental
process goes on while we are sleeping,
though the knowledge of Its action is
not perceptible. The question is one
that never cats be answered, but in-
ductive reasoning seenis to support the
position of Sir William Hamilton and
others that the only dreamlese sleep is
the sleep of death.
The phenomena of dreams have
been studied in a variety of ways and
with US much care and exactness as
the subject permits. A French philoe-
oplier who took a great interest in the
subject of dreams made numerous ex-
periments upon himself to test how fur
he could determine his dreams at will
by operating upon the mind through
the senses. With this view he left hie
knees uncovered, and dreamed that he
was traveling at night in a diligence,
with a strong impression of cold kness
produced by the rigor of the weather.
Darwir. relates the case of a deaf man
who its his dreams seemed to converse
by means of his fingers. He never had
the impression of hearing speech, for
he had never heard it. NVe must
dream of objects with which we are
acquainted. but it is the combination
or use of such objects, of which we
may never have thought, though we
may dream of them, as a man :nay
dream of shooting another with a gun
or pistol, though nothing could be
further from his thoughte when
awake.
Tartini, who was a distinguished
violin plsyer, is said to have composed
his "Devil's Sonata" under the inspira-
tion of a dream ; and Coleridge always
professed to have compowel his poem,
"Kubla Khan," in a dream. The in-
stances of difficult problems being
solved during sleep are too well at-
tested to be questioned, and cases of
other mental labors being completed
in dreams are familiar.
And yet, with all the study and ob-
servation of dreams, no one has ever
yet been able to say what dreams may
come. There are so many conditions
of mind and body tes.be taken into ac-
count, so many unconsidered trifles
which the eager memory has seized
and stored away, so many impressions
and sensations which have left a trace
behind, fleeting though it may have
seemed, that it is impossible to say
what the action of the mind will be
during our sleeping hours. We may
go to bed engrossed with a matter of
paramount importance, and dream of
the most trivial matter imaginable; or
we may go to sleep with a light heart
and in high spirits and then be
crushed and overpowered by dreams
of some impending calamity.-San
Francisco Chronicle.
A Novel Cure for the Grip.
A good many queer cures for influ-
enza were put forward during the epi-
dernic, but none of them equals the
remedy described in the follovving ex-
tract from the "Journal and Corre-
spondence of Lord Auckland." The
af ge was written from Madrid inr:11, 1789. I do not know whether
the coincidence has been noticed be-
fore, but the epidemic seems to have
been as prevalent throughout Europe
at the beginning of 1789 as it was at
the end of 1889. "There is a new in-
fluenza of colds, accompanied with a
degree of Sickish ness. The cure for
the lower people here is to drink large
quantities of warm water and to lie
down upon the floor, and to prevail
upon some friend to walk upon them
for half an hour. I have not seen this
amiable ceremony, but I am assured
that it is literally true, and that half a
dozen of my servants have gone
through it within a week."-London
Times.
The Purpose of a Medical School.
The true purposte of a medical school
is not to turn graduates loose upon the
world, but it is to educate young men
in the science of medicine and fit them
to enter upon the practice of their pro-
fession. The medical profession dif-
fers from the law in this, that where-
as young lawyers may safely be per-
mitted to acquire a good deal of their
education through practical experience
after being admitted to the bar, to do
this in the case of young doctors would
be to expose people to the risk of all
sorts of malpractice. It is a much
lighter matter for a man to lose his
property through the blueders of a
young and inexperienced lawyer thau
for hint to sacrifice his health or lose
his life because of the incompetency
of some new fledged doctor.- New Or-
leans Picayune.
Loud Tending in Public.
In an English theatre, recently, the
orchestralbetween the acts was play-
ing very loudly, and two ladies, its a
front row, were endeavoring to con-
verse at the same time. They had to
raise their voices considerably, and. as
the orchestra suddenly reached a low
passage, the voice of one of the ladies
became cruelly distinct, just as she re-
marked: "I wear silk underclothes."
-San Francisco Aresonaut.
In a Boston Street Car.
In a crowded Columbus uvenue car
Saturday evening. A stout v.oman,
radiant in silks alai diamonds, and
with a florid complexion. denoting
health or reuge, tellers. Directly in
trent of where she stands sits a slim,
pule youth with "consumption" writ-
ten in every line of hie careworn face.
The car sways to und fro and the
woman sways with it. Each time she
approaches his side of the car she al-
most 'smothers the young man in her
furbelows. She looks down upon him
from her stately height with a scorn-
ful air which says plainly, "Why are
you not gentleman enough to give up
your seat to me?"
He finally succumbs, evidently
thinking it preferable to stand than
have his life crushed out, and resigns
his seat. A grayheaded old gentle-
man, with "MARI Mall of Boston"
eternised upon him has been watching
the proceedings. As alert as a boy he
springs to his (see. "Take my seat,
my boy," he says, half kindly, half
iramcibly. -I'm far better able to stand
than you ars. As for that woman she
looke strong enough to carry the car."
-- Boston Record.
The Indians of San maim
The Sun Bias Indian is not such a
bad specimen of the human race as
might be supposed, when it is remetn-
beret! that his ancestors were wont to
rub themselves well with cocoanut oil
and roll in the sand to complete their
attire before attending a state dinner
or an inauguration trail on the eleva-
tion of a brave to e chieftainship.
They have become soniewhat civilized
since then. They appear to be a cross
between the North American Indian
and the negro. They are large and
well formed men, for the most part,
posses.sing splendid teeth and fairly
letelligent faces. Their chief industry
is gathering site/minutia While they
are not fond of work, traders who
visit them say they are far more ener-
getic than die North American In-
dians. and can always be relied upon
to carry out any task which they agree
to perforns-Cor. New York Commer-
cial Advertiser.
GIB AND istp.willb,
Gathered and Given to the Public Just
us it was PI stud.
Itondeau lots been disowned by
master /old has become a public




now; the preperty of the city, the
dog of the corporation. Hondeau has
been a wild, wayward and ungovern
atle animal since hls pupyyhsod.
His adventures would make au inter
esting vo:utne if his biographer would
make them Wane. He went to
Grayson Spriugs with the Latham I
Light Guarde last year and spent a
week in canip, w here lie made many
friends by his good behavior and
gentle deportment. He ran off to
Nashville on one occasion and was
found a poker room coolly overlook-
ing a game whese the stakes were
high, by a citizen ot this place who
"just happeued in." He ran over
to Clarksville once, but he could
stand it but a week, and returned at
the expiratiou of diet tittle. Ron-
deau's career has bteu quite remark-
able for oue iso young.
Hogarth's liue of beauty was the
letter S. A couple of lines drawn
through the letter very much heighten
its beauty. Friustauce $.
I heard from &gentleman just from
Clarksville that two young meu hisd
been arrested there for shooting with-
in the city Inuits. They had hied
themselves to swamp.; search of
game, and were meeting with abun-
dant beeeise when a vigilant officer
appeared upon the scene and put
an end to the sport. The boys had
forgotten that the swamps had been
annexed to the city.
If I had committed a great, grave crime,
And wou d hide my shame from the people's
eyes.
I would not cross over the Cauada I ne,
My life to dark caverns I would not con..ne;
I'd follow • plan more expte.icut and wise;
I'd bury myself from the sight of mankind,
In the stores of the fellows who don't adver-
tise.
The Court of Claims will convene
on Thursday, April 10. A very
important question, one in which the
tax payers are vitally interested, will
come up for the consideration of the
body. It is this. How much the
people propose to pay the L. & N
attorneys for defeating their will as
expreesed at the polls on Nov. 10
1888? It is understood that they will
claim $10,000 front the county for
their services. A pertiueut question
suggests nisei( in this c: nuect:on:
NVould it not have been better fur
Chrietiau county to have issued tee
bonds and secured a competing line
than take $10,000 from the people's
pocket without any return.
•*•
An interesting group of six citizens
were recently gathered in a large
room of a seventh street boarding
house. They bad been stonnuoued by
the Sheriff for jury service duriug the
latter half of the March term. They
were thrown together by chance iu
this room, the boarding house being
crowded. The barriers of formality
were soon broken down aud restraint
melted iu the glow of fellowship. In
less than one hour after they had seen
each other's faces they were at Inti-
mate as if their friendship Last been
the growth of years. They discussed
the condition of the crops, the urgent
demand for legislation in favor of the
agricultural classes, the tariff, poli-
tics national and local. in fact talked
about every subject in the range from
early peas to theology. Finally one
of them tcuched upon the "late un-
pleasantness." Tuts war a theme in
common. Strange to say they had
all seen service, aud stranger still
they were equally divided. Three
had worn the blue and three the gray.
Then they gathered closer together
and heaped fuel upon the camp fire
and bivouacked for tte night in the
ruddy glow. Mese veterans of many
battle fields, who, a little more than&
quarter of a century ago Mal their
hands at each other, Boos,. , now
clasped those hash. ireterual
friendship, while rs counting to
each other their "battles, swigs% and
fortunes." The hours were given up
to reminiscence; the present was lost
in those stirring aud eventful years of
the past; incident suggested incident,
and narative followed uarative. A
history of the struggle with all its
horrors, end its prisons, shells, drums,
campfires mid bugle notes, was told
there in that room. And it was au
impartial history too. A history in
which full recognition was accorded
alike to the blue and the gray. There
was no effort to detract from gal lautry.
Prejudice was diesipated and firm and
conscientious devotion to priucipie
aad duty applauded. I wish this
history could go on record that all
might see how true soldiers houor and
respect those whose loyalty to con-
victions force them into arms. The
morning was far /valanced before the
veterans sought their beds.
Rich, Red Blood.
With rich, red blood coursing through the
veins and the heart's action nt•ver obstructed
by a single particle of blood poison or impute-
., mankind ought to live out their full al-
lotted time in ease, in comfort and in perfect
health. Old mother earth has furnished
..erbs of healing and strengtheniug virtue
t .t wondertu'ly amidst nature in keeping the
blood pure and +riven. Science revealed these
•.erbe to that eminent physician Dr. John
1.ul , of Louisville, Ky.. aud they are happily
Wended in bus meritorlotm compound cal ett
Dr. Johu Bull's nareeparilia. isyphilis and
..CrofUla yield readily to Its magic lutluence,
and tit her symptoms of impure blood, 'melt as
pimples, sores, aches, pains, indigestion.
weak kidneys, etc.. vauish like Know before
the noon sun. It Is the only compound that
is absolutely safe to urie In cases abed blood.
It never leaves •ny unpleasant after-enect.
and It stimulates thr whole system beginning
with the very drat duo* taker.
fITAR-MEIAIDIES.
Written for the New EltA.)
, By VIKA.)
In a dreamy museful languor. thought
awhile would now repose,
But, to fields of op'ning beauty, "0 ATICS-
AJ AR" refuee to close:
So, the mind will rise and wander o'er the
blooming fields of thought, '•
Where Imagination k Indies and pu re
inelodieo are taught.
There are harmonies cries:lei ever ringi g
undiaturb'd,
Where the winged steeds may travel, swift.
unbritli'd and uncurb'd;
Where the pladet-notes, orchestral toll in
unition along,
Anti discard. with harsher trumpet, never
can disturb the song.
To and fro, from star to planet, songful
thought would love to sweep,
On through boutidless space, unmeanurd,
would it run and ti) and leap;
Till it's soaring wings a-weary could
iqinit ude repotie.
Hid away from dleappeintment, when the
"GATES-AJAR- St eine close.
But, through beigues of space, unbounded
Thought w ILL wander Inong the stars
Paid deep, empty voids, abysmal, from
Uranus on to Mars;
out, then tow'rd Creutiou's border, into
systems now unknown,
Past wehre diml magination'a se I Rest wing
hits ever flowe.
There, with energies enkindled fo- still
holder flights away,
Further out we'd weir and further, to some
r. Alm of night lees day,
Near pert:Imp" to where the angels Joyous
live among the blest,
There we'd sing. itatlitfueLI011 "I AM
WEARY, LILT MS REST."
/ opkitios tile, Ky. Manch 2Sth.







Made from the Best Manilla and Sisal Fibres. Also Patent
Composite SILVER Binder Twine.
•
Tbe Plant from which Sisal Fibre is Extracted in Yucatan
AMONG THE DEERING TWINES THERE IS A
VARtIETY FOR EVERY TASTE AND EVERT POCKET.
Some brands cost more, others lyre. bUt ell are good and reliable.
Made and tested under our own eye. they are the longeet per pound. the strongest sad
mote. perfeelly made Call on the Dewring Agent and fret sample. and prices, abo armed
twine circulars, or send for circulars and agents address t
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farmers of this and adjoining counties,
make the sesuson of 1890, st,the Driving

















































































































































Mparks 2 yr. old.
7 in 2:20. 2d dam.
of Goldsmith










































The following brands kept:
E. W. Woranant's Peerleas; HIll
Velvet ; Robertaon County Corn
Conntti Whisky ; White corn.













































Malt and Hops. Warranted
DICK MORRIS Ag't, Hopkinsville,1
on Ice and Can
















Paid to Sampling and Selling
MADE ON CONSIGNMENT.
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